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Abstract
This study examined how the athletic career of Roderick R. McLennan
contributed to the popularization and subsequent development of Caledonian
games in Ontario during the latter nineteenth century.
Initially, the development of Caledonian games during the 1800s was
examined to provide a contextual framework for McLennan's career. This
investigation revealed that the games emerged from rural athletic events at pioneer
working bees in the first quarter of the nineteenth century to regional sporting
events by the mid.-1800s, and finally into annual federated Caledonian games in
1870. Noteworthy prilnary source material for this chapter included the John
MacGillivray Papers at the National Archives of Canada, the Scottish American

Journal (NY) and the files retained by the Glengarry Sport Hall of Fame in
Maxville, Ontario.
Following the investigation of Caledonian games, McLennan's early atllietic
career was studied. Analysis of the Roderick and Farquhar McLennan Papers at
the Archives of Ontario and the n.ewspapers from the period revealed that
M:cLennan rose to popularity in 1865 through a "Championship of the World"
halnmer thro\ving match in Cornwall and two "Starring Tours".
TIle next chapter examined the height of McLennan's career through an
investigation of the Roderick McLennan versus Donald Dinnie rivalry of the early
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1870s. It was determined that the rivalry between McLennan and Dinnie, the
champion athlete of Highland games in Scotland, was a popular attraction and had
an impact on the Toronto and Montreal games of 1870 and the Toronto games of
1872.
Finally, the athletic records established by McLennan during the 1860s and
1870s were investigated. These records were examined through the context of a
media controversy over McLennan's feats that developed in the early 1880s
between two newspapers. This controversy erupted between the Toronto Mail and
the Spirit ofthe Times.
Caledonian games in Canada have only been briefly examined and a
thorough examination of prominent Canadian figures in this context has yet to be
undertaken. This study unearths a prominent Canadian athlete of Scottis~ decent
and details his involvement in the Caledonian games of nineteenth century Ontario.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

The assembly solemnly dispersed from the Queen's Birthday celebrations of
1877 in Cornwall, Ontario. Athletic events had been a popular attraction at these
annual celebrations for many years;l however, this May 24th did not end with its
usual excitement and pageantry. Unfortunately on this day, the most popular event
ended in a dreadful tragedy. The lacrosse and quoit matches, the throwing of the
56 lb. weight and the putting of the heavy stone had all been well attended;
however, the event that attracted the largest crowd in Cornwall was a heavy
hammer throwing demonstration.
The hammer event drew the greatest number of spectators because the
adjudicator was Roderick R. "Big Rory" McLennan, a former Champion of the
World and a native of nearby Glengarry County. Once the formal contest had been
completed and the prizes were awarded, those in attendance implored the great
Scottish-Canadian athlete to rekindle past glory through a display of his storied
hammer throwing prowess. Although he had retired from athletic competition in
1873, R.R. gave in to the crowd with a measure of reluctance and stepped before
the hushed masses.
As the champion moved into the ring and grasped the hammer, spectators
crept around him and into the fringe of the throwing area. After winding up, Big
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Rory McLennan delivered the hammer with Herculean strength and, as if shot from
a cannon, it sped towards the open expanse. However, as McLennan threw, the
onlookers continued to shift in order to get a clear view of their mighty hero.
Within the crowd, a young girl by the name of Ellen Kavanaugh moved beyond the
established boundary that designated the throwing area and, in her excitement to
see the great McLennan, was completely unaware of her impending doom. On that
day in 1877, young Ellen Kavanaugh, age 13, standing on the inside of the
designated throwing area, was struck and killed by a 16 pound hammer thrown by
the former Champion of the World, Roderick R. McLennan. 2
Stricken with grief and visibly shaken, McLennan and the saddened
spectators slowly exited the athletic grounds. Although the newspapers of the
period and Ellen's parents completely exonerated McLennan of any responsibility,3
he never forgave himself. One week later, in a letter to the editor of a local
newspaper, McLennan, still distraught, stated that with regard to the accident,
"One thing for sure accrued from it: I shall never again, under any circumstances,
allow myself to be dragged into athletic contests of any description. I am not, now,
nor never was, a professional athlete, and for the future I shall cease to be even an
amateur.,,4 In later years, Big Rory had many opportunities to engage in sport but
he always stayed true to his word and neither competed nor displayed his athletic
skills again.
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The Cornwall incident was a defining moment in the life of this Glengarrian;
however, it represents only the conclusion of an illustrious Caledonian athletic
career that is, as yet, untold. The Caledonian games in which McLennan competed
were the North American version of Scottish Highland games and were a popular
attraction in Ontario during the last half ofthe nineteenth century.5 Although
McLennan's athletic career has not been specifically examined, he has been
mentioned in passing by several authors. Peter L. Lindsay outlined Roderick's
first major athletic match in a survey of Canadian sport in the nineteenth century.6
Elinor Kyte Senior, in her centennial book on the city of Cornwall, offered
information on-McLennan's political career and his contributions to the
development of sport in Cornwall in the late 1800s.7 One of the most interesting
passages on McLennan can be found in a 1901 work by Charles Donaldson. In
Men ofMuscle and the Highland Games ofScotland, Donaldson described
Roderick's rivalry with Scottish athletes James Fleming and Donald Dinnie and
referred to McLennan's athletic prowess as " ... something extraordinary.... ,,8
MacGillivray and Ross, in A History ofGlengarry, stated that Roderick
" ...prospered as an athlete ..." and that " ...he was possibly the world's best athlete
in throwing the hammer.,,9 Furthermore, John Graham Harkness, in his acclaimed
work on the united counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, commented that
McLennan " ... was one of the best athletes Canada has produced, excelling in
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throwing the hammer for which he held the record."l0 A similar reference is made
in The Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Highlanders 1783-1951, which stated that
McLennan was the " ...best athlete who has ever lived in the United Counties...."}}
Perhaps the most substantive reference to McLennan may be found in the
Canadian Sportsman's Annual (1888) which listed McLennan as the holder of
several heavy weight records. These records were compiled in events such as
throwing the light hammer, heavy hammer, 56 lb. weight and 22 lb. ball.

12

Although these references are compelling, it is surprising to note the number of
major works on Scottish sport in which McLennan's career has been omitted. l3
Despite this omission in many secondary sources, Big Rory received extensive
attention in North American newspapers during his athletic career and after he
retired from participation in sport.
The most extensive of all the newspaper accounts of McLennan can be
found in the Canadian Sporting News of May 11 th 1895. 14 In this issue, McLennan
was the featured athlete on the front page. The lengthy article, entitled, "His
Wonderful Career as an Athlete," outlined Big Rory's athletic exploits, from his
teenage years to his rivalry with the Scottish athlete Donald Dinnie. However,
there are many other references to McLennan in the North American press between
the 1860s and the 1970s. In 1934, the Cornwall Standard-Freeholder, 27 years
after he had died, stated that McLennan" ...was probably the most noted amateur
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athlete in the Dominion.,,15 From the evidence available today, it is clear that this
was no overstatement. In fact, McLennan burst onto the Caledonian games scene
in 1865 with a victory over Thomas Jarmy for the Championship of the World in
Cornwall. The results of this match were printed in all the major papers of the
period and was even reported on the front page of the Toronto Globe. 16 Yet this
was only the beginning of McLennan's athletic career.
Teaming up with Janny, the two men created a champion's tour to display
their hammer throwing skill. The athletes competed in Montreal, Toronto and
Buffalo, NY and the local newspapers monitored their progress!7 Moreover, these
newspapers, in addition to many others, offered a surprising amount of detail about
McLennan and the nature of his athletic feats. The Buffalo Morning Express
remarked that McLennan had " ... made many admirers ..." and that they were fond
of his " ...quiet gentlemanly deportment....,,18
Later in 1865, McLennan toured various Caledonian games on the east-coast
of British North America. Two of the most prominent of the eastern games at that
time were held in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island and Halifax, Nova Scotia.
In Charlottetown, McLennan put on a display as reported in the local papers which
indicated that his " ... feats of strength excited the admiration of everyone on the
ground, particularly in putting the hammer....,,19 Not long after, at the Halifax
Caledonian games, Big Rory was described as " ... a model ofa highlander..." and
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that he " ...performed his feats with the hammer and in running and leaping, with
astonishing address and vigor, and yet with commendable modesty. In the contests
he undertook, he carried all before him....,,20 These references represent only a
portion of the numerous accounts of R.R. in the 1860s; yet the height of
McLennan's athletic career occurred in the 1870s.
During the early 18708, Big Rory became embroiled in a hammer throwing
rivalry with the acknowledged Scottish champion, Donald Dinnie. This rivalry
began to take shape in newspaper advertisements for the Toronto Caledonian
games prior to their first confrontation?l Despite popular myth in Glengarry
County today, Dinnie and McLennan never competed head to head due to a
disagreement over throwing styles. 22 In the results of the Toronto games of 1870,
McLennan won the Championship of America in the Heavy (18 lb.) and Light
Hammer (12 lb.), in addition to a first place in the 56 lb. Weight,23 Two weeks
later, a poem appeared in the Toronto Globe by the acclaimed Scottish-Canadian
poet, Alexander McLachlan. This poem, entitled "Roderick of the Hammer,,24
immortalized the McLennan versus Dinnie rivalry. The Montreal Caledonian
games of 1870 also show that McLennan won the Championship of Canada in the
Heavy Hammer. 25 Moreover, McLennan experienced additional hammer and
weight throwing success during the summer of 1872.
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The organizers of the Toronto Caledonian games of 1872 attempted to offer
another McLennan versus Dinnie match-up. Once again the event never
materialized due to an injury Dinnie suffered several days before. At these games,
McLennan was masterful in winning the Championship of the World in the 56 lb.
Weight and the Championship of the Worfd in a Hammer Throwing event that
combined two different throwing styles. 26 From the information available, it is
clear that Roderick "Big Rory" McLennan was indeed a popular figure and
received a considerable amount of attention in the North American press during the
latter half of the nineteenth century. Yet to some, McLennan's athletic career and
accomplishments have remained subject to question.
By participating in Caledonian games and contests, McLennan managed to
accumulate several records and titles in various heavy events. However, during his
retirement questions arose concerning his accomplishments. These questions
began in September 1881 when McLennan wrote a letter to the Toronto Mail in
response to hammer throwing boasts made by two Caledonian athletes.

27

Upon

reading Big Rory's letter, Donald Dinnie and Hugh MacKinnon, a veteran
Caledonian athlete from Kingston, Ontario, challenged the authenticity of
McLennan's athletic achievements. 28 As a result of the challenges and
counterchallenges, two major newspapers becalne involved in the ensuing
controversy. The Toronto Mail endorsed McLennan and the Spirit ofthe Times
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(NY) supported Donald Dinnie. As McLennan attempted to vindicate himself in
the newspapers, he established a friendship with the athletic editor of the Toronto

Mail, H.I.P. Good. 29 Both men went to great pains to authenticate McLennan's
athletic records. In contrast, the editor of the Spirit ofthe Times and Donald
Dinnie attempted to discredit McLennan by stating that the Canadian's feats were
"

mythical and impossible .... ,,30 By February 1882, McLennan issued a final

"

put up or shut up ..." challenge to Dinnie. 31 This final challenge ended the six-

month controversy over McLennan's athletic records. However, an inability to
verify some of his records, in addition to the allegations of the Spirit, effectively
cast McLennan's feats into historical obscurity.32 This obscurity has lasted to the
present day and has, in part, allowed for the development of oral and literary
myth33 within the community of Glengarry regarding McLennan's athletic career.
The purpose of this study will be to exalnine Roderick R. McLennan's
athletic career within the Caledonian games in Ontario during the latter nineteenth
century. Furthermore, McLennan's athletic records will be investigated in order to
detennine why they were considered problematic. The examination of athletic
records will be connected to McLennan's involvement in the Caledonian games as
it reflects the nature of athletic records and record keeping over the time period in
which McLennan participated. Ambiguity over his achievements subsequently
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contributed to the mythology and misinformation that has surrounded his athletic
records to the present day.
In order to facilitate this examination, this study will conduct a historical
analysis of McLennan's athletic career and utilize a narrative-descriptive style
throllgh an examination of the primary thematic questions outlined at the end of
this chapter. All primary source material for this study will be examined through
two evaluative processes: external and internal criticism. External criticism will be
employed to establish authenticity of the documents and internal criticism will be
used to determine consistency and accuracy.34 In addition, the rules of context and
perspective will also be implemented to ensure that the language within the
documents is examined from the context of the time period and that the perspective
from which the evidence was written is also considered.
Although the primary purpose of this investigation is to provide a scholarly
account regarding McLennan, this study will, at the same time, attempt to clarifY
the mythology surrounding McLennan's athletic career for the benefit of both oral
and literary community knowledge in Glengarry County through the use of a
modem myth theory identified by Honko. Honko stated that individuals who
employ the "Myth as result of historical situation,,35 perspective examine myth in
light of the historical background or context from which the myth emerged. The
implementation of this theory, alongside the historical analysis, will allow for the
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demythologizing of McLennan's athletic exploits from the latter half of the
nineteenth century for the betterment of community history and education. In
order to accomplish this task, the role of the sport historian will be broadened into
that of community educator.

36

Thus, it will be from this broadened perspective that

McLennan's athletic accomplishments will be revisited, demythologized and
returned anew to the community through an oral presentation to the Glengarry
Historical Society (GHS) on April 2, 1998. The GHS presentation is central to the
oral demythologizing process within the county and will be detailed in the epilogue
of this study.
From a literary perspective, this study will also act as a educational resource
for community history by offering a starting point through which Glengarrians can
better identify with McLennan and his legacy within their community. This
resource, upon completion, will be based at the Glengarry Sport Hall of Fame in
Maxville, Ontario, where it will ensure optimal community access. Roderick
McLennan was the first inductee to this hall of fame in 1979. In addition, the
community will be involved in both the oral and literary contributions to the
revisiting of McLennan's achievements. Primarily, these contributions will
include the unearthing of personal archival collections and artifacts that belonged
to McLennan. For example, Deborah Kerr, McLennan's great grand niece, and
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David Anderson, past-president of the GHS, will be crucial community contacts in
this regard.
Four areas of inquiry have been developed to facilitate this examination.
These include McLennan's early athletic career in the 1860s, the height of his
career in the 1870s, his athletic records and his later contributions to sport. The
first two areas will address the impact of Big Rory's athletic career on the evolving
sport structure of Caledonian games. The next phase of this investigation will
address the enigmatic nature of the athletic records previously identified in the first
two sections. Finally, the study would be incomplete without briefly examining
McLennan's later contributions to sport, both Caledonian and otherwise, in eastern
Ontario. With the structural concerns of this study having been identified, the
educational rationale will now be discussed.
From the standpoint of education, this investigation represents a new angle
on the collaborative learning of community history and, in terms of historiography,
should be fostered and accommodated within the discipline of education according
to the educational historian, Karl. F. Kaestle. Kaestle noted that in order to
conduct this style of research, historians must provide operational parameters to
guide their studies. He argued that this can be facilitated through the creation of a
definition of education. However, as the author pointed out, this process can be
problematic:
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Merely broadening our definition of education to include every aspect of
socialization would leave the historian of education hopelessly adrift; each
historian must therefore now decide carefully what definition of education lurks
in his or her work. 37

Kaestle continued by stating that the nature of the questions asked by the
researcher will help determine the appropriate definition. For example, "If one is
asking questions about how children acquire skills and beliefs in society, then the
definition of education must be quite broad indeed.,,38 This examination will not
ask questions about how learners acquire beliefs in society, although, along the
same line, a major concern of this study will he the accuracy of knowledge that
learners acquire through alternative and socially relevant forms of education.
Therefore, based on Kaestle's suggestion, this study will adopt a broad definition
of education developed by Postman and Weingartner. Specifically, these two
authors described education as " ... a lifelong process of learning how to negotiate
with the world.,,39 In addition to this definition, the authors also noted that
individuals can educate themselves only as far as the resources of the community
will allow. 40 This statement can be applied to the community of Glengarry and the
lack of accurate knowledge on Roderick "Big Rory" McLennan. Clearly, this
collaborative learning effort, between the community of Glengarry and the author,
is indicative of a desire to "negotiate" through the mythology that surrounds this
champion athlete in order to better understand the role of sport in the legacy of this
historic community. Now that the educational rationale of this investigation has
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been elucidated, the limitations and delimitations of the study must now be
addressed.
The primary delimitation of this study will be its focus on a single athlete.
This delimitation will allow for a highly focused study of McLennan's athletic
career. As mentioned earlier, previous authors have only made reference to
McLennan in a secondary manner. Therefore, a study focused primarily on Big
Rory would be a meaningful addition to sport history literature. The focus on
Caledonian games, without direct reference to developmental trends in other
sports, may be considered a secondary delimitation. This delimitation is required
in order to properly contextualize McLennan's contribution to Caledonian
athletics. In addition to these delimitations there are also several limitations.
The study will be limited by the availability of secondary sources on
Caledonian games and their development. To this point, very little work has been
conducted on the Caledonian games in general and only one on the Caledonian
games in Canada. 41 With regard to primary sources, an inability to locate
McLennan's personal athletic scrapbook can also be considered a limitation. An
article has been found that directly quotes from the scrapbook,42 but the current
whereabouts of this invaluable source are unknown. The existence of the
scrapbook was detennined through an examination of the Roderick and Farquhar
McLennan Papers at the Archives of Ontario. 43 Through additional investigation
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of the McLennan Family Papers retained by McLennan's great-grand niece
Deborah Kerr, in Alexandria, Ontario, it was also determined that the scrapbook
was not among McLennan's documents when they were placed in storage after his
death in 1907.44 In addition to the archival papers many other resources will be
used in this investigation.
The majority of the evidence on McLennan's athletic career and the
continuing development of the Caledonian games will be retrieved from the
newspapers of the latter nineteenth century. A sampling of these newspapers will
include: Toronto Globe, Toronto Mail, Toronto World, Cornwall Freeholder,

Cornwall Standard, Cornwall Standard Freeholder, Montreal Gazette, Montreal
Herald, Ottawa Citizen, Halifax Citizen, Charlottetown Examiner, Charlottetown
Islander, Vancouver Sun, Canadian Sporting News, Buffalo (NY) Daily Courier,
Buffalo (NY) Morning Express, Scottish American Journal (NY), Spirit ofthe Times
(NY). The study will be organized in the following manner.

Chapter one will be the introduction. A clear thesis statement will be
identified, as well as the main thematic questions to be answered. This chapter
will also establish the limitations, delimitations and outline the resources to be
used.
Chapter two will provide an overview of the development of Caledonian
games in Ontario during the nineteenth century. Specifically, the development of
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rural athletic contests into regional sporting events and finally into annual
federated Caledonian games will be examined. The focus will be placed on the
development of the games after 1850 and the position of the games, within the
broader context of nineteenth century Canadian sport, will also be established.
Chapter three will detail McLennan"s early athletic achievements and
demonstrate how the prolific nature of these achievements contributed to the
popularization and subsequent development of the Caledonian games during a
critical period of their evolution. This will be facilitated through an examination of
the Championship of the World hammer event in Cornwall on the Queen's
Birthday of 1865 and McLennan's international starring tour of that same year.
These two events are extremely significant within the context of the period. The
Cornwall games offering the "Championship of the World" represented a first for
Caledonian games and showed a movement towards a broader sporting context. In
terms of nineteenth century Canadian sport, the use of a championship title in
Caledonian athletics in 1865 occurred well before football in the 18708 and ice
hockey in the 1880s.

45

McLennan is also part of another first. On the international

starring tour, McLennan and Thomas Jarmy created their own games to showcase
their athletic abilities. This is in contrast to the development of the games to that
point because the games had always been part of a larger Scottish cultural
experience in which athletics were primary and individual athletes were secondary.
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This chapter will address the following questions: 1) What was the developmental
status of Caledonian games by 1860? and 2) What impact did Roderick R.
McLennan have on the Caledonian games of the 1860s?
Chapter four will examine the height of Big Rory's athletic career through
an investigation of the Roderick R. McLennan versus Donald Dinnie rivalry of the
1870s. The prolific nature of this rivalry will then be examined to determine how
it contributed to the Caledonian games during the period. When Canadian
Caledonian societies learned ofDinnie's first North American tour, they exploited
his presence by creating challenge contests with McLennan. These Caledonian
societies, for the first time, promoted these specific athletes in their advertisements
prior to the games. Special events were also

crea~ed

in which they were to

compete. Thus the games continued to evolve towards an athlete-centred focus.
The subsequent popularity of these Caledonian games was underscored by the
number of spectators present and the amount of attention paid by the press. This is
significant considering newspapers in Toronto did not develop a sports column

until the later 1870s. 46 This chapter will answer the following questions: 1) How
was McLennan associated with Donald Dinnie? 2) What impact did this
relationship have on the Caledonian games of the early 1870s? 3) What role did
the media play in the evolution of this rivalry?
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Chapter five will explore Big Rory's later involvement in sport in a twofold
manner. First, McLennan's efforts to address questions concerning his athletic
records in 1881-1882 will be investigated. Essentially, these efforts centred around
a media controversy between the Toronto Mail and the Spirit ofthe Times (NY).
This controversy provided otherwise unattainable evidence on the nature of athletic
records within Caledonian games and is reflective of the general status of record
keeping when McLennan's feats, outlined in chapters three and four, were
performed. Second, despite the 1877 incident, R.R. always stayed interested and
involved in the patronage and organization of sport, both Caledonian and
otherwise, until his death in 1907. Specifically, this chapter will address the
following: 1) Why did some consider McLennan's athletic records problematic?
2) What were McLennan's own personal views of his athletic records and what
efforts did he take to establish them? 3) How did McLennan contribute to sport in
his later years as a non-athlete?
Finally, chapter six of this investigation will provide a brief summary of its
findings and draw several relevant conclusions.
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Notes
1 The

first major athletic competition was a Championship of the World
match that was held as part of the Queen's Birthday celebrations in Cornwall,
1865. This match, between Thomas Janny and R.R. McLennan, was the
concluding event of the day and, in all, the games drew between 8 and 10 thousand
spectators as reported by the local paper. Although these games were held in
conjunction with annual celebrations in honour of the Queen, they might be more
accurately described as the Cornwall Caledonian games, held on May 24th •
Cornwall Freeholder, May 25, 1865.
2

Cornwall Reporter, May 26, 1877.

Cornwall Reporter, May 26, 1877; Toronto Globe, May 29, 1877. In the
McLennan Family Papers, Georgian House, Alexandria, Ontario (hereto referred to
as McLennan Family Papers), there is a newspaper clipping in which a first hand
account of the incident is given by Robert Campbell, a former Cornwall resident.
More evidence is offered in the Cornwall Reporter, June 2, 1877 in which an
erroneous report of the accident printed in the Montreal Star, May 28, 1877, is
rebuffed. In addition, a recent publication entitled, A Hundred Thousand
Welcomes: 50 Years o/the Glengarry Highland Games (Ottawa: Tyrell Press,
1997) by Bonnie Laing, inaccurately describes the hammer throw in question and
is in complete contrast to the newspapers and personal accounts of the incident.
3

4

Cornwall Reporter, June 2, 1877.

The word Caledonian comes from Caledonia, "The Roman word for
northern Britain or Scotland." The New Lexicon Webster's Dictionary o/the
English Language, Encyclopedic Edition, s.v. "Caledonia." Caledonian games
were an expression of Scottish heritage in nineteenth-century Ontario. In addition
to athletic contests, music and dance competitions were also prominent. The
games will be fully detailed and examined in the second chapter of this
investigation.
5

See the chapter entitled "Track and Field" in Peter Leslie Lindsay, "A
History of Sport in Canada, 1807-1867" (Ph.D. diss., University of Alberta, 1969),
145-146; and Peter Leslie Lindsay, "The Pioneer Years Prior to Confederation," in
History o/Sport in Canada, eds., Maxwell and Reet Howell (Champaign, IL:
Stipes Publishing Company, 1985), 69-70.
6

Elinor Kyte Senior in From Royal Township to Industrial City: Cornwall
1784-1984 (Belleville, ON: Mika Publishing Company, 1983),272,327-329,330,
332, 333-334, noted his financially prosperous career as a railway magnate, his
role in the building of business blocks in Cornwall, as well as his successful
7

19

political career as an M.P. for the county of Glengarry between 1891-1900. In
terms of sport, she also identified McLennan's interest in and patronage of athletics
in Cornwall. This interest extended to lacrosse, curling and rifle-shooting. The
author neglected to note that McLennan was also involved in Caledonian games
and horse racing. For Caledonian games, see the McLennan Cup at the Glengarry
Sport Hall of Fame, Maxville, Ontario; McLennan Family Papers; Archives of
Ontario (or AO), Roderick and Farquhar McLennan Papers, F 238 (collection
number), MU 3844 (box number) and for horse racing, F 238, MU 3860.
Charles Donaldson, Men ofMuscle and the Highland Games ofScotland:
With BriefBiographies ofthe Leading Athletes over the Last 50 Years (Glasgow:
Carter and Prat, 1901), 119-120.
8

Royce MacGillivray and Ewan Ross, A History ofGlengarry (Belleville,
ON: Mika Publishing Company, 1979), 192.
9

John Graham Harkness, Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, 1784-1945
(Oshawa, ON: Mundy-Goodfellow Printing Company, 1946),282.
10

Lieut.-Colonel W. Boss, C.D., The Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry
Highlanders, 1783-1951 (Oshawa, Ontario: The Runge Press Limited, 1952), 102.
11

12

AO, F 238, MU 3844.

A number of significant secondary sources dealing with Scottish sport
have failed to acknowledge McLennan. These include Emily-Ann Donaldson, The
Scottish Highland Games in America (Gretna: Pelican Publishing Co., 1986);
Grant Jarvie, Highland Games: The Making ofthe Myth (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1991); Gerald Redmond, The Sporting Scots ofNineteenth
Century Canada (London and Toronto: Associated University Presses, 1982) and
Caledonian Games in Nineteenth Century America (Rutherford, N.J; Fairleigh
Dickson University Press, 1971); Henry Roxborough, One Hundred Not Out: The
Story ofNineteenth Century Canadian Sport (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1966) and
David Webster, Scottish Highland Games (Glasgow: William Collins Sons and
Co., 1959).
13

14

Canadian Sporting News, May 11, 1895.

15

Cornwall Standard-Freeholder, June 29, 1934.

Toronto Globe, May 29, 1865; Cornwall Freeholder, May 25, 1865;
Ottawa Citizen, May 26, 1865; Montreal Gazette, May 25, 1865; Scottish
American Journal (NY), June 3, 1865.
16

20

Montreal Gazette, June 16, 1865; Toronto Globe, July 1, 1865; Buffalo
(NY) Daily Courier, July 12, 1865.
17

18

Buffalo (NY) Morning Express, June 13, 1865.

19

Charlottetown Examiner, August 21 and 28, 1865.

Halifax Citizen, August 31 and a similar account on
September 4, 1865.
20

Toronto Globe, August 4 and 6, 1870. In this Caledonian Society of
Toronto advertisement, Dinnie and McLennan are mentioned by name thereby
establishing one of the first known instances in which Caledonian athletes were
featured by name in the advertisements of a Caledonian games in Ontario.
21

As the first inductee into the Glengarry Sport Hall of Fame, Maxville,
Ontario, in 1979, it is clear that Roderick McLennan has remained a popular figure
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Myth will be defined as a traditional story, either accurate or inaccurate,
that gives expression to the identity, aspirations and perceptions of a people. This
definition was adapted from The New Lexicon Webster 'sDictionary ofthe English
Language, Encyclopedic Edition, s. v. "Myth."
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CHAPTER TWO:
SCOTIA'S SONS:
THE EMERGENCE OF CALEDONIAN GAMES
IN NINETEENTH CENTURY ONTARIO
When Winter muffles up his cloak,
And binds the mire like a rock,
Then to the loch the Curlers flock
Wi' gleesome speed.
1
Robert Bums

The eighteenth century Scottish poet, Robert Burns, was quite precise in his
estimation of Scottish enthusiasm for sport. This enthusiasm has, in many ways,
left Scotland and Canada inexorably linked. As Highland Scots, or Highlanders,
arrived on the shores of Canada in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, they
brought with them their desire for recreation. However, this desire was not
confined to curling. In Upper Canada, many Scottish settlers would also
participate in feats of strength unique to Scotland. As the nineteenth century
progressed, these rural exhibitions of strength soon developed into elaborate
athletic events. These events were referred to as Caledonian games and developed
as the North American version of Scottish Highland Gatherings. This chapter will
examine the transitional development of Caledonian games in Ontario during the
nineteenth century. Specifically, the development of sporadic rural athletic
contests, into regional sporting events and finally, into annual federated
Caledonian games will be examined. An emphasis will be placed on the later
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development of Caledonian games. In order to place these events in historical
context, the role of sport in Scottish pioneer life must first be examined briefly.
In the first quarter of the nineteenth century, sport played a secondary role in
the lives of pioneer settlers in Upper Canada. For these settlers, the arduous tasks
of clearing and ploughing .a field, or building a cabin were priorities. However,
recreation and its accompanying social aspects were not forgotten.
Whenever a large-scale job, such as raising a bam, had to be completed, the
pioneer community would gather together to complete the work in a spirit of cooperation. These gathedngs were referred to as "bees". 2 At a bee, men would
busy themselves with manual labour while women were engaged in domestic
work. Although the bee was designed primarily to facilitate the organization of
labour for the completion of large tasks, these gatherings served a much larger
purpose in the pioneer community.
For many settlers, the bee represented the only opportunity to engage in
leisure activities in the early nineteenth century. The predominant leisure activity
at a bee was dancing. 3 After a hard day's work, it was customary for the host of
the bee to hold a dance. Music would be provided by a local fiddler or, in the case
of Gaelic-speaking Scottish communities, a bagpiper. 4 Music and dancing were
not the only forms of recreation and entertainment apparent at a bee. Many settlers
would participate in games, conversation and other amusements. 5 Sports and
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athletic competitions, for example, were extremely popular with young men in
Scottish settlements. These young Highlanders competed in trials of strength
adopted from their native homeland. These included putting the stone and
throwing the hammer. 6 Bees were also evident years later in rural areas in the midnineteenth century.
Although the bee tradition was part of a larger societal structure designed to
facilitate the needs of labour, it would be premature to view them only in that light.
In essence, the bee was a social outlet for rural farming communities and
represented the social epicentre of pioneer life in Upper Canada. 7 From the
perspective of sport, the early nineteenth-century bee can be described as a loosely
organized rural athletic contest. These contests were sporadic, in that their
frequency was dependent on the season, the nature of the work that had to be
completed and the ethnicity of the region. More importantly, these were extremely
popular contests and as the growth of towns took hold in Upper Canada during the
1820s and 1830s, these Caledonian athletic contests prospered in number.
Fifteen years after the Anglo-American war of 1812, Upper Canada
experienced large-scale immigration that contributed to the growth of towns. At
this time, Kingston was the largest town in Upper Canada with a population of
2,336; however, York would soon grow from 1,817 in 1827, to a thriving
settlement of6,094 in 1833.8 This growth of towns also gave rise to urban social
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life. One of the most important aspects of social life in urban areas during this
period was the development of annual gatherings based on cultural identity.
For many years, Scotsmen in Upper Canada gathered together in a semiformal manner to retain and cultivate their identity and heritage. For example, St.
Andrew's Day, on the 30th of November, was celebrated in Niagara as early as
1799. 9 St. Andrew's Day was also celebrated in Bytown (Ottawa) as early as the
1830s and led to the development of the St. Andrew's Society of Ottawa. to In light
of St. Andrew's status as the patron saint of Scotland, this day represented an
important occasion within Scottish communities. In many cases, these Scottish
social events, prior to the formation of structured societies, are difficult to examine
due to their intermittent nature. However, the existence of St. Andrew's Day
celebrations in Niagara and Ottawa does represent a beginning. These meetings
soon coalesced into short-lived organizations in both urban and rural areas. These
organizations then evolved into highly organized societies which, as will be
discussed later, figured prominently in the development of Caledonian athletics,
literature and music.
One of the earliest short-lived organizations was the Highland Society of
Canada. This rural society developed near St. Raphaels in the County of Glengarry
in 1818. The society offered financial relief for new Scottish immigrants,
encouraged the making of tartan material and promoted the " ...martial music of
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the bagpipes.... ,,11 It is no surprise that the Highland Society of Canada was
formed in Glengarry during this early period of Upper Canada's development. As
will be discussed, Glengarry had been the destination of Highland immigrants for
many years prior to 1818. As a result, this region quickly became unique in terms
of Scottish influence.
Clearly, immigration would playa significant role in both where and when
Highland or Caledonian societies were developed in Upper Canada. As already
mentioned, Glengarry's uniquely Scottish influence stemmed from immigration
patterns and contributed to the creation of the first Highland Society of Canada.
The immigration history of this region can be traced to the last half of the
eighteenth century and was fraught with hardship and war.
Prior to 1760, Scottish immigration to Upper Canada was modest at best. 12
However, several developments both in Scotland and North America changed the
nature of Scottish emigration. Social and economic upheaval in Scotland created a
desire to emigrate after 1745. In addition, the end of the Seven Years' War (17561763) between Britain and France and the subsequent ceding of Canada to the
British in 1763, made North America a viable alternative to the emigre.
Surprisingly, the first major influx of Highlanders in Upper Canada came
from the United States. The Treaty of Versailles in 1783 signalled the end of the
American revolution and the termination of British rule in the American colonies.
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However, a large group of Highlanders who had immigrated to the New York
colony before the war and who had fought for the crown, desired to remain under
British sovereignty. These United Empire Loyalists acquired land in Upper
Canada in 1784 and hoped to create a new Highland community under the old
name of Glengarry. 13 Thus, the first large settlement in eastern Ontario was
comprised of Scots from the Highlands of Glengarry, in western Inverness-shire,
Scotland.
Friends and family soon joined these early settlers from the old country. In
fact, after 1784, five immigrations took place bringing several thousand Highland
Scots from Glengarry, Scotland, to Glengarry, Canada, over nine years.

I4

Essentially, the immigration patterns over this period allowed for entire Highland
villages to be reunited in Glengarry, Canada. The historian Marianne McLean
stated that these immigrants completely retained their unique sense of Highland
Scottish culture and identity by moving from one Highland community to
another. I5 Clearly, this community of Scots not only desired to retain their heritage
but made every attempt to cultivate it in Upper Canada. The existence of the
Highland Society of Canada in Glengarry in 1818 is significant and reflects this
desire. Within this region, Scottish cultural zealousness was not confined to the
growth of piping and the assistance of immigrants. Towards the mid nineteenth
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century, Glengarry also led Upper Canada in the development of Scottish athletics
with the help of a local British militia commander.
As early as 1840, the Montreal Gazette reported that Highland Games had
been held in the town of Lancaster in Glengarry County, Upper Canada.

16

These

games had been initiated, organized and promoted by the local militia commander,
Colonel Lewis Carmichael. Events included leaping, throwing the twenty-five
pound hammer, twenty-four pound shot and a half-mile run. Highland swords,
purses, a plaid, steel pistols and a silver dirk were awarded as prizes. Overall,
these games were a success and " ...went off with great spirit.... ,,17 Three years
later, in a public address to Colonel Carmichael upon his retirement, the
community of Glengarry thanked him for his promotional efforts:
[we would like] to honour your successful exertions [which] led you to introduce
for the first time, at no inconsiderable expense, the Athletic Games at which our
Highland Yo11th were afforded opportunities of proving that the descendants of
"Scotia's Sons" though born on Canadian soil, have not degenerated but that they
possess, in an eminent degree, the agility, dexterity and strength for which their
Ancestors were so celebrated. I8

Obviously, physical activity and athletics were held in high esteem by this
Highland community. Moreover, this esteem was connected to a sense of pride
and heritage retained from the Old World. The games founded by Colonel Lewis
Carmichael in 1840 represent a unique situation in which Scottish athletic
competitions were developed. Although British militia officers of Scottish descent
did contribute to the development of Highland or Caledonian athletics across
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Canada, individuals who created their own games specifically for civilians, like
Carmichael, were the exception. Within the broader context of North America,
these games can be considered as one of the first organized Scottish games in
which athletic competition was the sole focus. The indication in the Gazette that
Carmichael coordinated " ...the promoting 'and superintending of the sports of the
day,,19 clearly indicates a degree of organization on his part to facilitate the games
and is consistent with a 34 year career in the military.20
Clearly, Scottish athletics were evident in Upper Canada well before the
mid-nineteenth century. These athletic contests took several different forms. In
the first quarter of the century, Caledonian field sports were apparent at pioneer
working bees. These sports included uniquely Scottish heavy events and were
popular amusements. Paralleling this development was the rise of urban social
life. This led to the gathering of local Scottish communities and the subsequent
birth of organizations, both in urban and rural areas, devoted to the preservation of
Scottish culture and immigrant relief. Militia officers also played a direct role in
the development of organized Highland athletics in Ontario, as early as the 1840s.
Although both of these developments are significant, no one event led to the
creation of Caledonian games in the province. On the contrary, these
developments formed the foundation from which the phenomenon of Caledonian
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games in Ontario would later develop during the latter half of the nineteenth
century.
By the 1850s and 1860s the annual Scottish celebrations and short-lived
organizations of the first half of the nineteenth century had evolved into
established fraternal societies that were prominent across the province. 21 Scottish
organizations typically took three forms: St. Andrew's, Highland and Caledonian
societies and regardless of the name, their respective activities were similar and
almost always included athletics. Over this period, Caledonian athletics were most
commonly observed as an outgrowth of annual picnics held by established Scottish
societies. 22 However, several societies across the province went a step further by
creating Highland games. For example, games were held in Toronto in 1847 and
1859. 23 In the west, the St. Andrew's Society of London was formed in 1860 and
by its second meeting had 75 members and later carried a motion to hold athletic
games. 24 The first games of the St. Andrew's Society of Chatham were held in

1862. 25 The creation of Highland games was not common during this period and
although they were evident, annual picnics were still the most prominent form of
Caledonian athletics at this time. The changing focus of Scottish athletics, from
annual picnics to Caledonian games, reflects a shift in the seriousness that was
attributed to the sport. Although the transition of athletics in the central and
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western portion of the province is significant, Caledonian games in the east were
far more advanced during this period than in any other region of Ontario.
As they did in the first half of the nineteenth century, the Scots of Glengarry
continued to lead the development of Caledonian games in Ontario in the last half
of the century. For at least four consecutive years Caledonian games were held in
Williamstown, Glengarry, from 1858 until 1861. 26 These games were conducted
under the auspices of the Caledonian Society of Glengarry. The events at the 1858
games included throwing the Heavy Hammer (25Ibs.), Light Hammer (14Ibs.),
Putting the Heavy (25Ibs.) and Light (18Ibs.) Ball, Tossing the Caber, Standing
Long Leap, Running Long Leap, Running Hop, Step and Leap and the Best
Bagpiper. Cash prizes of $4.00, $3.00, $2.00 and $1.00 were offered for first
through fourth place respectively, in the Hammer and Ball events. Other events
received $3.00 for first place and $2.00 for second, except for Best Bagpiper which
had one prize of$4.00. The games were open to all competitors who paid a .25
cent entrance fee. 27 These games developed rapidly with the addition of seven new
events to the existing itinerary in 1861. These included Quoits, Running Pole
Leap, Vaulting, Climbing the Grand Pole, Best Dancer in Highland Costume
(Sword Dance), Footrace for Boys under 15 Years and Best Gaelic Song (Canadian
Composition). In all, $55.00 was offered in prizes and the entrance fee for
competitors remained the same. Spectators were charged an admission fee of 12 1/ 2
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cents; however, gentlemen who appeared in Highland Dress were admitted free.
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Clearly, the games in Williamstown evolved quickly. The program of events was
broadened to include several non-athletic events and would have appealed to a
larger audience. The existence of advertisements for the 1858 and 1861 games,
similar to the games developed and promoted by Carmichael in 1840, is further
evidence of the high level of organization that the Scots of Glengarry, in addition
to Scots across the province, applied to their sport and recreation. Most
importantly, the Williamstown games represents one of the early examples of a
Caledonian games.in Ontario moving from semi-annual to annual events. This
development further reveals the importance of athletics within the community.
Although this transition was critical, another development in the area also had an
important impact on the development of Scottish games in the province.
The nearby Cornwall Caledonian games, held in combination with the
Queen's Birthday celebrations of 1865, offered an athletic contest never witnessed
before in North American Caledonian games. This contest was a hammer
throwing match between Thomas Jarmy and a native Glengarrian, Roderick
McLennan. The match was the primary focus of the games and drew between 8
and 10 thousand spectators.
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The match was popular for several reasons. First, a

prize of one thousand dollars had been offered to the winner. Second, Janny had
returned from competing in Scotland and proclaimed himself "Champion of the
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World" and invited all challengers to take his title. McLennan was the victor in
this match and the results were printed in several major newspapers.

3D

Within the

context of Caledonian athletics, this event signaled the beginning of a major shift
in the evolution of the games. For the first time, the games had been used to
showcase individual athletes rather than serve as a venue for athletes to patronize.
Moreover, the games were no longer merely a regional affair, but they now
attracted spectators from across the province and on both sides of the border.
Additionally, the presentation of a Championship of the World Gold Medal further
denotes the movement away from the regional nature of the games that existed
prior to 1865.31
In essence, the Cornwall games presented a vision of the future for
Caledonian games in the 1870s. This event also marked a distinct transition within
Caledonian sport from the first half of the nineteenth century. The rural athletic
contests observed at bees and the annual picnics held by Scottish societies had
evolved into regional sporting events by the 1850s and 1860s. This transition
indicates a further shift within Caledonian athletics. This heightened seriousness,
was, essentially, an il1creased awareness with regard to athletics and moved sport
from a secondary, to a primary concern with spectators, athletes and organizers.
For Donald Ross, an organizer and secretary of the Canadian Highland
Society, the standardization of the games had become a major concern. In a letter
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to the Toronto Globe in 1858, Ross urged " ...the importance of having a uniform
weight of stones and hammers used in Highland Games ... ,,32 in Scotland and North
America. From tllis evidence, it is apparent that the heightened seriousness applied
to Caledonian athletics had also carried over to specific areas such as rules and
regulations. Ross must have felt very strongly about his opinions. In fact, he
supported the standardization of athletic equipment for a specific purpose:
By having a uniform weight, a problem as to the relative strength of Scotchmen in
the Old and New world would be speedily solved. Many affirm that Scotchmen
in North America are not so strong as Scotchmen in their native land. By
comparing notes witll our friends at home, after their annual gatherings, we could
soon test the truth of this assertion. 33

Although no changes were made immediately as a result of this letter, Ross
would prove to be prophetic in his conviction for the codification and
standardization of Scottish sport. Moreover, his concern regarding the
maintenance of Caledonian strength in North America was reflective of the
Scottish community in general, as expressed in a poem which appeared in the
Scottish American Journal:
Their arms the brawny yeomen bare
To hurl the massive stone in air.
When each his utmost strength has shown
The Douglas rent an earth-fast stone.
From its deep bed, then heaved it high,
And sent the fragment thro' the sky,
A rood beyond the farthest mark;
And still, in Stirling's royal park.
TIle gray-haired sires who know the past,
To strangers point the Douglas cast,
And moralize on the decay
Of Scottish Strength in modern day.34
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The same periodical commented that " ...we cannot expect that such... [the
maintaining of Scottish health in North America] ... should be the case when the
customs of the country are so much opposed to athletic exercises, and so many of
our countrymen love to follow them.,,35 To address the "decay" of Scottish
athleticism, Scots in North America were eager to have their youth participate in
Caledonian athletics. The editor of the Scottish American commented, "The
athletic sports are beneficial to the youth..." allowing them to remain" ...hardy
and robust, thereby keeping up the name the natives of Scotland have for
hardihood and daring prowess.,,36 Connected with this perception of "decay" was
a sense that Scots who lived in Scotland were stronger and healthier than those
who lived in North America. Individuals like Ross and those involved in
Caledonian sport both in Canada and America took particular interest in this issue.
Thus, there was a genuine curiosity as to how Scottish athletes would fare in the
North American version of Highland games.
In 1869, the New York Caledonian Society, one of the largest in North
America, offered to pay for the passage of Donald Dinnie to come to America. 37
Dinnie was the acknowledged champion of Highland games in Scotland during the
late 1860s and 1870s. Accompanying him was James Fleming, another prolific
Scottish athlete. Dinnie's arrival and participation in the games was followed
closely by the newspaper reporters who acknowledged his popularity was
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" ... creating a warm enthusiasm for Highland Games amongst our countrymen
everywhere.,,38 This enthusiasm was also experienced in the new Dominion of
Canada.
Upon learning ofDinnie's arrival, Caledonian Societies in Canada recruited
Dinnie to participate in games held in Hamilton, Kingston, Toronto and
Montrea1. 39 The Toronto and Montreal games were advertised and attracted large
crowds of between 8 and 12 thousand spectators. 40 A rivalry was created with
Roderick McLennan and the two athletes were to compete in special championship
contests at this event. 41 Dinnie, on his 1870 tour, was so financially successful that
he returned to North America in 1872, 1877 and in 1882.42 Without question,
Dinnie's arrival and subsequent rivalry with McLennan in the early 1870s signaled
the peak of popularity for Caledonian games in nineteenth century Ontario. It was
during this period that the games were finally standardized and regulated in North
America.
During the summer of 1870, the New York Caledonian Club considered:
the propriety of instituting a National and International Convention of Caledonian
Clubs; and, if deemed advisable, take such steps as might bring about a meeting
of delegates fronl sister clubs throughout the country, for the purpose of
organizing a perpetual society, in which might repose a more general and
maternal care of their interests than can ever be obtained by single, unaided or
divided effort of individual societies. 43

This effort to unite Caledonian societies beyond national boundaries was
successful and at their first convention they federated into the North American
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United Caledonian Association or NAUCA. 44 At this convention a constitution
was drafted and under Article 9, Section 1 - Bye-Laws, the only societies eligible
to enter the association were those who were" ... organized for the encouragement
and practice of Scottish Games and the promotion of a taste for Scottish Literature,
Poetry and Song.,,45 Furthermore, Article 10 was concerned completely with the
standardization and codification of athletic rules, protocols and equipment. 46 An
annual convention was also created. This convention was to be held in conjunction
with a new "Grand International Caledonian Games" and was to be hosted by an
affiliated society.47 The adoption of this association as the umbrella organization,
on a North American basis, represents the first recorded regulation of Caledonian
athletics. The formation ofNAUCA also reveals the prominence of Scottish
cultural pride and the extent to which it superceded ideas ofnationalism.
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In only one year, the rules created by this association had been implemented
in Ontario. In Williamstown, Glengarry, the advertisement for the 1871 games
indicated that they would be:
conducted according to the rules of the North American United Caledonian
Association, which... [the] ... Committee of management are anxious to enforce on
the occasion in order that at the approaching International Games in Montreal in
1872, at which valuable Prizes will be awarded, the athletes of Glengarry may
compete with a greater chance of success. 49

In comparison to the earlier games held in Glengarry, these games featured,
in their advertisement campaign, the attendance of Scottish athlete James Fleming,
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a total of $73 .00 in prize money and a gold medal essay contest, not to exceed 20
pages, on "The History and Effects of Highland Games.,,50 Overall, the acceptance
and recognition ofNAUCA as the governing body for Caledonian games, by an
organization which was not one of the founding societies, indicates that the
association had made significant gains in its first year of existence.
Based on these developments, the Scottish American Journal in 1871
commented that "So far we are glad to learn that this project [NAUCA] is working
well, and we confidently anticipate a rich harvest of benefit from it in the future.,,51
Over the next decade, this organization provided solid leadership for Caledonians
on both sides of the border. At the second annual convention, also held in New
York, the president, Col. A. A. Stevenson of Montreal, stated that" ...the
association had been progressing steadily since the date of its formation, and had
accomplished all that could have been expected in one year.,,52 During this
meeting, NAUCA conducted an internal review. The constitution was examined
and amendments to several bye-laws were passed. 53 The second annual meeting
was typical of later NAUCA conventions with the exception of the sixth annual
conference held in Toronto. That year, dissension broke out regarding the
amendment of a bye-law. The amendment would have allowed competitors who
were not members of an affiliated Caledonian society to participate in the games.
This becalne a contentious issue among the membership and, as historian Gerald
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Redmond indicated, the Caledonians were" ...far from 'united' on this point.,,54
After heated debate the amendment was passed and the games were opened to all
competitors. Despite the general disagreement on this issue, NAUCA enjoyed a
lengthy and stable existence. Although it is not known when NAUCA ceased to
exist, it was still in operation as late as 1902.55
Clearly, Caledonian games in Ontario, as well as North America,
experienced their most dramatic rise in popularity between the mid-l 860s and the
early 1880s. During this period the Caledonian games moved from regional
sporting events that were predominantly sporadic in nature, into annual federated
Caledonian games. The movement of the games in this manner was consistent
with an increased seriousness attributed to many sports in North American society
during the latter nineteenth century. In addition, Caledonian games, as with other
sports, received the benefit of industrialization and other technological
advancements, such as railways and the telegraph, previously detailed by many
authors. 56
By the early to mid 1880s, Caledonian games were in decline. The creation
and patronage of amateur athletic associations, the rise of university sport and the
continued growth of sporting clubs which were, in some cases, modeled after
Caledonian societies, contributed to their demise. 57 The decline of the games was
experienced quite differently in Canada, than in the United States. Since the mid-
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1800s, Caledonian gatp.es have been a continued hallmark of Canadiana. For
th

example, the Glengarry Highland Games celebrated their 50 consecutive
anniversary in 1997.58 Today the games are typically referred to as Highland
Games because, generally speaking, they are no longer affiliated with Caledonian
societies. In the United States, Caledonian' games experienced a decline close to
extinction as a result of the aforementioned rise of amateur athletic associations
and other national sporting interests.
In conclusion, the transitional development of Caledonian athletics in
Ontario can be divided into three overlapping stages. The first stage was the
promotion of athletic contests at Scottish pioneer bees in Upper Canada during the
first quarter of the nineteenth century. The popularity of these rural athletic
contests, combined with the patronage of militia officers and the formation of
short-lived societies in both rural and urban areas, contributed to the initial
development of Caledonian sports in the first half of the nineteenth century. In the
latter half of the 1800s, established Caledonian societies had the greatest impact on
the cultivation of Scottish games, music and literature through the hosting of
annual picnics for their members. As this sport continued to develop, Caledonian
games soon emerged as separate entities from Caledonian picnics. At this stage,
Caledonian games can be described as regional sporting events. They were evident
as early as the 1850s and continued in that form until the mid-1860s.
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By 1870, Caledonian societies were recruiting Scottish athletes to participate

and to heighten interest in their games. They were also responding to a grassroots
movement among their membership for the consolidation and regulation, on a
North American basis, of Caledonian games and athletics. This resulted in the
creation and recognition of the North American United Caledonian Association in
1870 as the umbrella organization for Caledonian games in Canada and the United
States. The regional sporting events experienced between 1850 and 1865 evolved
even further as a result of the creation of this organization. The games shifted
from sporadic to annual events in the early 1870s, with the exception of those
found in Glengarry which had evolved to an annual focus during the late 1850s.
Thus, Scottish athletics developed in Ontario from rural athletic contests into
regional sporting events and finally, into federated Caledonian games. In this state,
the games experienced a golden age of prosperity between the early 1870s and the
early 1880s and were indeed " ... braw days ..." for all things Scottish. 59
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CHAPTER 3:
GLENGARRY AHEAD

In his early twenties, Roderick R. McLennan became one of the first
Caledonian athletes of renown in British North America. McLennan's rise in
popularity coincided with the dawning of a new era in Caledonian games during
the mid-1860s. Both of these developments were an outgrowth of a larger
expansion of sport evident in many North American sports by the latter half of the
nineteenth century. However, McLennan's athletic career and the evolving
Caledonian games did not develop independently of each other. On the contrary,
the histories of both are uniquely intertwined. Specifically, this chapter will
explain that Roderick McLennan, through the prolific nature of his achievements,
contributed to the popularization and subsequent development of Caledonian
games during the early to mid 1860s. Primarily, this chapter will examine three
events, all in 1865, which contributed to this popularization. First, McLennan was
involved in a Championship of the World hammer throwing match in Cornwall
against an athlete by the name of Thomas Janny.} Second, the two athletes created
a "Starring Tour" to display their skill after the championship event, and finally, at
the conclusion of the "Starring Tour" McLennan continued to tour by himself on
the east coast of British North America. As Caledonian games were examined in
the previous chapter, the development of Scottish games before 1860 will only be
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considered in this chapter specific to McLennan's involvement and to
contextualize his subsequent impact on the games themselves. However, prior to
beginning this investigation, background information must first be provided on
McLennan's early adulthood and how he developed his interest in athletics.
On New Year's Day, 1842, Roderick R. McLennan was born in Glen
Donald in the Township of Chariottenburgh, Glengarry County, Upper Canada. R.
R. was the third son of Roderick McLennan and Hannah McDonald, both of whom
were descendents of Highland Scottish immigrants from Ross-shire and Invemessshire respectively.2 As McLennan's parents were farmers he was expected to fulfil
his duties on the farm and received little formal education.
By the age of sixteen or seventeen it was clear that McLennan had
developed an inclination towards athletics. With regard to his early athletic
experiences it was commented that "At all the bee's 'Rory' was present, saw and
conquered in the games which always followed a hard days work. To jump over a
gate, a fence, or a waggon with a plough atop was an ordinary achievement...."]
This early success only heightened McLennan's interest in sports. In fact, the

Canadian Sporting News stated it was feats similar to these, that, as an adolescent,
" ... incited him to some effort and induced him to undertake the labour of practice
in his few leisure moments.,,4 This practice, on at least one occasion, was
undertaken in anticipation of athletic meetings held in Williamstown, Glengarry in
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the late 1850s. At these events, likely early Caledonian games as described in the
preceding chapter, McLennan was victorious and developed a reputation for
himself as the foremost hammer thrower in his community. He later referred to the
Williamstown games as his athletic "coming OUt.,,5
In 1863, the 21 year old Roderick travelled to Minnesota and later New
York State to work in railway construction, yet his interest in athletics remained.
In April of 1864, McLennan and his brother, Angus R., enjoyed success at the
Montreal Caledonian games. The event was held at the Victoria Gardens and the
gathering was well attended. At these games, McLennan finished first in the
Throwing of the Light (14 lb.) and Heavy (21Ih.) Hammers, Running High Leap
and received a second in the Putting of the Light Stone (161b.).6 Despite the
numerous competitors present it was interesting to note that in the events in which
Big Rory participated only his brother entered competition against him.
Additionally, the Montreal Gazette reported that McLennan put on a hammer
throwing demonstration after the athletic competitions were complete. The
newspaper also stated that McLennan was a " ...worthy competitor..." and would
be willing to meet a challenge previously intimated hy a Mr. McDonald of Guelph
for the throwing the 161b. hammer.?
From the information available it is clear that McLennan enjoyed early
success in his athletic endeavors and had made an impression among those in
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Glengarry County. In his first significant athletic experience outside the county,
Big Rory also received attention and exposure in Montreal beyond that of other
athletes. This success was just the beginning and, as will be shown, led to a great
deal more for the young McLennan.
By 1865, Roderick McLennan had again returned to railway construction in
New York State. During the spring of that year, McLennan was approached by Dr.
William Cox Allen of Cornwall who wanted to enlist him in a hammer throwing
match to be held on the Queen's Birthday in Cornwall against the reputed
champion of the world. The match was originally arranged by A.R. McMillan
from Glengarry who had learned of a champion hammer thrower by the name
Thomas Janny while " .. .lumbering in Western Ontario.... ,,8 Thomas Janny was
unique because he had, at some point, lost his right hand near the wrist and, as a
result, threw the hammer one-handed. He had returned from Scotland in early
April of 1865 where he had defeated the acknowledged Scottish hammer throwing
champion, John Tait, by 23 feet in a match in which Janny spotted him 12 feet. 9
The challenge event in Cornwall developed quickly because by May 18th
1865 the Cornwall Freeholder reported that:
Janny, we are told, is Champion of Scotland, a position to be contested here on
the 24th by Mr. Roderick McLennan of the County of Glengarry to the tune of
$1,000 a side and the Champion-of-the-World Gold Medal. The United Counties
will pour their legions into Cornwall to witness the manly and friendly contest. lO
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On the day of the event, the crowd grew to an estimated 10,000 spectators.
Reports and personal accounts of the event indicate spectators came from all points
between Montreal and Toronto and as far east as New York and Philadelphia. I I
Railway and steamship companies also became involved by running special
charters to the event. 12 The monetary prize also contributed to the attraction of the
event itself. The Cornwall Freeholder commented, "The great attraction of the
day was the field sports... field games are always interesting and, when large sums
of money are at stake the intensity is proportionally intensified.,,13 The hammer
throwing event commenced in the early afternoon and it was decided that three
weights of hammer would be thrown. The weights were 12, 14 and 16 lbs. and the
handles were of regulation hickory.
One of the most interesting aspects of this match was that both competitors
used the "turning" style of throwing had been outlawed in Scotland in the 1850s.1 4
Also referred to as throwing with a "run", the "whirling" or the "old Scottish"
style, it involved grasping the hammer with both hands and spinning 360 degrees
three to five times while, at the same time, moving towards a mark and delivering
the hammer. 15
After a disagreement on which weight would be thrown to initiate the
contest, a coin toss was held with lanny deciding to throw the light weight first. In
all, seven throws were made with the 12 and 14 lb. hammers. McLennan's 193 ft.,
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2 in. was his longest. Janny, on the other hand, threw 196 ft., 7 in. and took the
first contest. In the 14 lb. match, McLennan was the victor with a throw of 178 ft.,
3 in. against Jarmy's 171 ft., 9 in. Finally, in the 16 lb. hammer event McLennan
won again with a throw of 156 ft., 11 in. to Jarmy's 134 ft., 9 in. At the conclusion
of the event, McLennan received the Championship of the World Gold Medal and
the purse 0[$1,000 " ... was at once paid over.,,16
This event is significant for many reasons. Primarily, the Cornwall games
changed the evolution of Caledonian athletics in Upper Canada by casting off the
regionalism that had permeated the games and their athletes prior to 1860. For
example, by the mid-nineteenth century a popular attraction would have been a
hammer throwing match between individuals within a community or, in a special
instance, a match between athletes from two different neighbouring communities.
Thus, in terms of participants, Caledonian athletic events at this time were regional
or communal in their focus. However, the Cornwall games not only shifted from a
regional to international competition but it also changed how the games were
organized. For example, the creation of an athletic competition of this magnitude
designed for two specific athletes would have been unique. In this regard, the
Cornwall games, as an athletic event, took a secondary role in prominence to the
athletes themselves. Furtllermore, the introduction of a championship title in
Caledonian sport occurred well before similar championships became popular in
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sports like football and ice hockey. 17 Moreover, the attraction of spectators from
both sides of the border not only shows the expanding interest in such challenge
matches, but also demonstrates that sport had become a high priority for some.
Sport historian Alan Metcalfe commented:
For the majority, organized sport [in the 1860s] was limited to a few festive
occasions such as the Queen's birthday and annual picnics. In these instances
sport was part of a larger celebration and had not yet become the focal point of the
day. 18

Clearly, the Cornwall games of 1865 advanced beyond this limited role for
sport and paved the way to elevate the status of athletics and thereby contributed to
the expanding context of the games. The effects of this structural transition or
evolution from celebration, to athletics, to athlete-centred structure would not be
fully realised until 1870. Therefore, the Cornwall affair was a monumental step for
Caledonian games as a developing sport entity and, overall, was symbolic of the
changes that were to come in the 1870s.
The McLennan versus Jarmy match received enhanced coverage and
attention in the local press which further supports this shift in emphasis. In
addition to the Cornwall Freeholder, May 25 th 1865 the results were printed in the
th

Ottawa Citizen, May 26 1865 and the Scottish American Journal, June 3rd 1865,
published in New York city. The results were also printed on the second page of
the Montreal Gazette, May 25 th 1865 and on the front page of the Toronto Globe,
th

May 29 1865. A published article dedicated to sport on the front page of a
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newspaper would have been an extremely rare occurrence during the 1860s.
Considering that periodicals in Montreal and Toronto did not develop a sports page
until the 1870s and 1880s further attests to the importance of the event and the
level of attention the match received in Canada West.

19

Also of interest were the

different titles under which the results were printed. For example, the Gazette
simply put "Grand Highland Gathering". However, the Citizen used, "Great Match
At Throwing The Hammer, The Champion Of Scotland VS. A Canadian, $1,000 A
Side, The Canadian Wins." and the Globe used, "Throwing the Hammer, Scotland

vs. Canada."

Clearly, the newspaper titles used to describe the event by the

Citizen and the Globe were an obvious effort to add an international flavour to
further broaden the appeal and scope of the match.
For Roderick McLennan, this was also an important juncture in his athletic
career. He had developed from a local athlete to become the recipient of instant
fame and exposure in one of the more consequential events in the early modern
sport history of British North America. Clearly, the community of Glengarry
recognized him as more than just a local athlete when they enlisted him above all
others to battle Jarmy. Indeed, Roderick McLennan was a great deal more than a
local athlete in the eyes of his fellow Glengarrians, he was their champion.
After the Championship of the World match had been completed McLennan
and Jarmy formed a friendship. Although the nature of this friendship is unclear, it
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is ktl0wn that the prilnary purpose of this relationship was for the purpose of

displayillg their hamlner throwing skill. It was commented by at least one person
tllat "Jarmey was so ilnpressed with McLellnan's ability that he illlinediately got
McLelman to go with 11im 011 a tour of the Caledonian GaInes the relnainder of the
season... " and during that tilne "Jarmey also taught McLennan to throw with one
hand.,,20 Their relationship must have developed quickly because on June 9th 1865
the Cornwall Freellolder noted that the two hammer throwers, had organized a
Highlalld games of their own to be lleld at the Victoria Gardens in Montreal. This
was the beginning of the "Starring Tour.,,21 The Freeholder also indicated
significant prizes would be " ... offered to amateurs in the various Highland games.
Messrs. McLenllan and Jarlny are to contend for a gold Inedal and a chalnpionsllip
of the world.,,22
th

On June 15 1865 Jarmy and McLennan displayed their hammer throwing
....

prowess at the Victoria Gardens. The Montreal Gazette reported the results with
Jarlny having won the 121b. contest and McLennan the 14 and 161h. events. It
was also noted that" ... the gold Inedal, which llad been held in abeyance at
COlTIwall, with the championship of the world, was accorded to him
[McLennan].,,23 Interestingly, no details were provided about the event other than
the Inatch betweell Jarmy and McLennan. The results of this contest were also
reported in tIle Scottisll Al11erican Journal, June 24 th 1865.
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After this demonstration, the two athletes decided to continue their tour.
th

Two weeks later, on June 30 the Toronto Globe advertised "The hammer
throwing exhibition in the Toronto Cricket Grounds today will doubtless draw a
large crowd to witness the throwing made by the two champions.,,24 Of interest,
the periodical also indicated that the athletes would throw weights of 16, 14, 12,
10, and 5 lbs. It was further noted:
the most interesting of all will be their throwing a 10 lb. hammer against any man
throwing a carpenter's nail hammer weighing one pound and a quarter and then
throwing the 5 lb. hammer against any man throwing a cricket ball. McLennan
and Jarmy offer in both cases handsome prizes to the winners. 25

The results of this meeting were in the Globe the next day. It was reported
that the attendance was poor" ...not above a couple of hundred persons being
present.,,26 Overall, McLennan won the 14 and 12 lb. events and lanny won the 16
and 10 lb. No mention was made of the carpenter's nail hammer or cricket ball
versus heavy hammer challenges.
Ten days later, in nearby Buffalo, N.Y., the following advertisement was
printed:
A match of $2,000 a side will be contested between THOS. JARMEY, Esq.,
Champion of Scotland and RODERICK MCLENNAN of Glengarry, C.W., now
Champion of the World. Throwing the 12 lb., 14 lb., and 16 lb. hammers, each
having five throws of each hammer.... 27

Under the title "Grand Highland Games," the Buffalo Morning Express
stated that "As time approaches, interest and spe~ulation increases ... Both men are
scienced men in the games and we may therefore expect a splendid exhibition.,,28
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Generally, the reports from the Buffalo newspapers indicated a curiosity about the
games and that the attendance was " ...very large.,,29 In an account of the games in
the Scottish American Journal the attendance on the first day was noted as " ...very
good... and the hammer throwing equal, if not superior to any shown in modem
days.,,3o At the conclusion of the games it was clear that Jarmy and McLennan had
endeared themselves to the Buffalo media:
The two principal competitors ...Jarmey and McLennan, have made many
adlnirers here both by their skill in athletic games and their quiet gentlemanly
deportment, and they will always find a hearty welcome among their friends in
Buffalo. 31

Although the reason is unclear, the "Starring Tour" came to a close after the
Buffalo games. Although the contests held by the two champion hammer throwers
in Montreal and Toronto were followed by the media, it is clear that these events
failed to capture the excitement and appeal of the Cornwall games a month and a
half earlier.

32

In contrast, the fact that the newspapers covered them at all does

indicate that the two athletes continued to receive attention and exposure from the
media in these three urban centres.
In terms of Caledonian athletics, the creation of games and athletic events by
athletes, as opposed to Caledonian societies, would have been a unique
development during the period. As mentioned earlier, the games, prior to 1860,
had always been the primary focus and the individual athletes who participated in
these events were viewed as a secondary interest. However, the creation of an
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exhibition of Caledonian athletics by the athletes themselves indicates a movement
away from the centrality of the games previously experienced in this context, to an
increasingly athlete-centred focus. Essentially, games could now be designed to
advance monetary gain and individual athletic prestige rather than merely elevate
the general status of sport. Although the exact motivation for creating these games
and exhibitions is unknown, the billing of the event as Janny vs. McLennan
indicates a desire to develop their own reputations and was an effort to incur
financial profit. The games in Western New York, on the other hand, were a much
different experience. Buffalo, when compared to the Montreal and Toronto games,
appears as an anomaly because it was a resounding success. A large crowd
gathered to see the athletes compete and there were many other events beyond the
hammer throwing exhibitions from the earlier games. In all three cases, both men
received a great deal of exposure and endeared themselves to spectators and the
media. The theme of athlete centrality, present in the Queen City and Montreal,
was also apparent at the Buffalo contest.
After the Buffalo Caledonian games, Roderick and Thomas Janny parted
company and never competed against each other again. 33 Despite this, McLennan
continued to tour on his own late into the season. On September 8th 1865 the

Cornwall Freeholder reported an update on McLennan's athletic endeavours. The
article stated:
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Mr. R.R. McLennan, the champion hammer thrower, is at present distinguishing
himself in the lower provinces. He was present at the International Games in
Prince Edward Islalld and astonished the natives of that place by his wonderful
feats in throwing the hammer and stone... We wish our young champion a
pleasant tour and a safe return to his native county.34

An examination of the Charlottetown Examiner revealed that Big Rory was
indeed present and participated in the "Secol1d Annual Games of the Caledonian
Club of PEl and International Competition." The newspaper specifically identified
several honoured guests which included various chiefs from Caledonian clubs in
the United States and British Provinces as well as Hon. Amasa Walker, a Member
of Congress from Massachusetts. Interestingly, R.R. McLennan was included in
this list. The periodical described him as " ... a fine, strapping and athletic
Highlander - very quiet, and, like all good fellows, very modest.,,35
The PEl games were divided into two sections. The first section contained
the regular events typically found at Caledonian games. 36 The second section,
referred to as the "International Competition" held two special events. These were
the Throwing the Heavy (16 lb.) Hammer and the Putting of the Heavy (24 lb.)
Stone. The prizes for first place and second place were $20.00 and $10.00
respectively in both events. 37 These can be seen as significant awards when
compared to the heavy hammer throw and stone putting prizes of$5.00 and $3.00
offered in the first section of the games. Roderick McLennan subsequently won
both the heavy hammer and heavy stone events. 38 After the International
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Competition was over, Big Rory put on a hammer throwing demonstration that
captivated the assembly:
by consent of the managing committee [McLennan] threw the hammer in
accordance with his usual custom of throwing it, when to the amazement of all
preSetlt, a hammer weighing 16 lbs. went flying into the air over the heads of the
crowds of spectators, and fell a distance of 180 feet. Mr. McLennan is a young
man of unassuming appearance, weighs over 200 lbs. and has all the muscle, bone
and sinew necessary for the performance of his extraordinary and unrivaled
feats. 39

Clearly, the distance of 180 feet is consistent with his earlier throws of the
same weight in Cornwall, Montreal and Buffalo. Thus the description of him
demonstrating with his "usual custom" of throwing suggests the use of the
"turning" style or technique. Therefore, the significantly lower winning distance
of 87 ft., 9 in. with a 16 lb. hammer in the International Competition indicates that
McLennan used the "standing" style of throwing which was the most recent and
common hammer throwing technique during the period. 40 It is also apparent that
the spectators in PEl had little or no exposure to the older "turning" style of
throwing and the distance produced using this technique clearly left the crowd
awestruck. 41
After appearing in the games of the Caledonian Club of Prince Edward
Island on August 16th 1865 Big Rory moved on to compete at a Scottish Gathering
in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Here again McLennan left quite an impression as
recorded by the local newspapers. The Halifax Citizen acknowledged that the
games were " ... more successful in every respect than any before" and that the
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attendance was in " ...the thousands ....,,42 Similar to the games previously
examined in other localities, McLennan received a great deal of exposure and was
singled out by the press. "The presence of the stalwart young highlander,
named ...McLennan, from Glengarry, C.W., whose exploits as a champion athlete
in Celtic games we have noticed before, lent peculiar interest to the proceedings.,,43
The Citizen went so far as to say that the field of play was too small and" ...not
favourable to a display of his full power.,,44 Despite this, McLennan finished first
in every contest he entered. These included Putting the Heavy (22 lb.) and Light
(no weight given) Stones, Throwing the Heavy (16 lb.) and Light (12Ih.)
Hammers, Tossing the Caber, Running High Leap and Running Long Leap.45
Caledonians in PEl also kept track of McLennan's progress through the

Charlottetown Examiner. In an account of the day's events in the Halifax
Unionist, reprinted in the Examiner, Roderick's achievements were described as
" ...perfectly marvelous." and that Big Rory was the " ...Lion of the day.,,46 In
addition to receiving press coverage in the east, McLennan also received continued
attention in Glengarry. In an article entitled, "Glengarry Ahead," the Cornwall

Freeholder updated Glengarrians on his outstanding performance in Halifax and
that wherever he goes"...he excels all competitors by great odds....,,47 Despite the
success and coverage McLennan received both at home and on the east coast
McLennan decided to give up on athletics after the Halifax games and return to his
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vocation of railway construction. Although his motivation for leaving athletics
after such a successful tour is unclear, it was stated that after the summer of 1865
he found the thought of life as a professional athlete to be distastefu1. 48
Although McLennan's motivation for touring the games on the east coast of
British North America is unknown, it is clear from the available evidence that he
was a popular attraction and that he created a name for himself through his
deportment and athletic prowess. Moreover, it would have been considered rare
for a Caledonian athlete during this period to engage in a "tour" beyond his
immediate locality. Thus, the fact that McLennal1 toured at all let alone
communities such as Montreal, Toronto, Buffalo, PEl and Halifax, indicates a
degree of professionalism never before witnessed in Caledonian games in Canada.
In conclusion, Roderick McLennan had a significant impact on the
Caledonian games of the 1860s. At this time, Caledonian games were established
regional athletic events that, like other sports during this period, were on the verge
of expanding into a new era. 49 It was during this critical juncture that Roderick
"Big Rory" McLennan came to the forefront of Scottish sport in British North
America. During this time the games and their athletes became increasingly
popular among different communities and this attention developed into increased
exposure of Caledonian events by the media. This broadening of Caledonian
games in Canada West took hold with the Championship of the World match in
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Cornwall in 1865 and the exposure that McLennan received from the event
continued to follow him that season and for the rest of his life. McLennan's
involvement in the "Starring Tour" later that summer and his own tour of the east
coast offer further testimony to the groundswell of support and interest in
McLennan and the Caledonian games in which he participated.
Clearly, for those living in 1865 and involved in Scottish athletics,
McLennan was a name that was recognized and associated with the growing
excitement and enthusiasm for Caledonian sport. Overall, Roderick McLennan's
exploits should not be viewed as the sole determinant of this shifting focus in
Caledonian athletics. Rather, the impact of McLennan's early athletic career
should be viewed as an integral component of a larger broadening evident within
Caledonian athletics during this period. This broadening was part of a heightened
seriousness in sport generally and contributed to the development of Caledonian
games away from a regional focus while simultaneously offering the first glimpse
in this context of an athlete-centred sporting experience. This transition continued
during the 1870s with the help of a prolific hammer throwing rivalry between
Roderick McLennan and a champion Highland athlete from Scotland.
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Notes
In the Montreal Gazette, May 25, 1865, the surname is spelled "Janny".
Thomas Janny's son, Thomas Henry Jarmy, also used this spelling in a letter he
sent to Roderick McLennan on April 24, 1900, Archives of Ontario (or AO), F
238, MU 3844. This study will use this spelling throughout. However, it must be
noted that this surname has been spelled many different ways. For example, the
Canadian Sporting News, May 11, 1895 uses "Jermy" and the Buffalo Daily
Courier, July 11, 1865 uses "Jarmey".
I

R.R.'s paternal grandfather, Farquhar McLennan, immigrated to Glengarry
County in 1802 from Kintail in Ross-shire, Scotland and was a veteran of the
Anglo-American War of 1812. McLennan's maternal grandfather was "Big"
Malcolm McDonald of Munial, Inverness-shire who immigrated to Glengarry in
1786. McLennan was also grand-nephew of Finnan McDonald "of the Buffalo",
who was one of the explorers with David Thompson in Western Canada. See the
amateur biographies ofR.R. McLennan by Mrs. Florence E. McDonell and F.D.
McLennan with the McLennan Family Papers, Georgian House, Alexandria,
Ontario and the Dictionary o/Canadian Biography, Vol. XIII, s.v. "McLennan,
Roderick (R).".
2

3

Canadian Sporting News, May 11, 1895.

4

Ibid.

5 Ibid.

In the McLennan Family Papers there is a medal inscribed "Caledonian
Gathering, Montreal 1864, First Prize, Throwing 24 lb. hammer 106 ft., 9 in.,
Throwing 14 lb. hammer 162 ft., 6 in, won by Roderick R. McLennan, Glengarry,
C.W." [Watch and Fob, Gold 2.25", emblazoned "Dum Spiro Spiro"]. Also see the
Montreal Gazette, April 18, 1864.
6

7

Montreal Gazette, April 18, 1864.

In an excerpt from an undated article in the McLennan Scrap-book, Roy
Fleming, a historian and writer for the Cornwall Standard-Freeholder, quoted
D.A. McMillan who was present at the event and whose father was involved in its
organization. Mr. Janny's place of origin is unclear and should also be outlined at
this time. In a letter to McLennan by Janny's son in 1900, Thomas Henry Jarmy
indicated. that in the 1870s the family had homes in Michigan and the Roy Fleming
Article indicated that lanny was from Grand Rapids, Michigan. In contrast, the
previously mentioned Canadian Sporting News, noted that Jarmy was " ...a born
Canadian of Scoto-English descent, born near Guelph, Ont., ...." Other reports
8
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indicated that Thomas Janny was " ... ofToronto ...." Cornwall Standard
Freeholder Article, McLennan Family Papers; AO, F 238, MU 3844.
Amateur Biography by F.D. McLennan, McLennan Family Papers,
Georgian House, Alexandria, Ontario and Montreal Gazette, May 25, 1865.
9

10

Cornwall Freeholder, May 18, 1865.

Cornwall Freeholder, May 25, 1865 and Roy Fleming Article, McLennan
Family Papers, Georgian House, Alexandria, Ontario
11

Cornwall Freeholder, May 25, 1865 and Peter Leslie Lindsay, "The
Pioneer Years Prior to Confederation," in History ofSport in Canada, ed. Maxwell
and Reet Howell (Champaign, IL: Stipes Publishing Company, 1985), 69-70.
12

13

Cornwall Freeholder, May 25, 1865.

David Webster, Scottish Highland Games (Glasgow: William Collins
Sons and Co., 1959), 65.
14

Henry Roxborough in One Hundred Not Out: The Story ofNineteenth
Century Canadian Sport (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1966),109 noted that " ...the
competitor grasped a solid stick three feet six inches long, which extended into a
sixteen-pound ball. He then swung the projectile a couple of times around his
body and ran a few steps toward a board before hurling the implement." This is
consistent with a personal account of McLennan's throwing in 1877 which
described him as "Swinging it [the hammer] around his head, he pivoted on the
balls of his feet, his body turning around in rapid motion, then with a mighty swing
the hammer left his grasp and sailed straight down the center of the open space."
Cornwall Standard Freeholder Article (2), McLennan Family Papers.
15

The medal is held with the McLennan Family Papers and is inscribed
"Championship ofthe World, Comwall24th May, 1865, Match between T. Jarmay
for $1,000 a side, throwing 12, 14, & 16 hammer, won by R.R. McLennan,
Glengarry" [gold 2" x 1.75"]. For the quote see the Cornwall Freeholder, May 25,
1865.
16

Alan Metcalfe, Canada Learns to Play: The Emergence ofOrganized
Sport, 1807-1914 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1987),99.
17

18

Ibid., 29.

19

Ibid., 52.

Entitled "Reminisces by D.A. McMillan" (1911) this was a quotation
directly from the McLennan Scrapbook in a Cornwall Standard-Freeholder
clipping. Cornwall Standard Freeholder Article, McLennan Family Papers.
20
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21

Originally dubbed the "Starring Tour" by the Canadian Sporting News,

May 11, 1895.
22

Cornwall Freeholder, June 9, 1865.

23

Montreal Gazette, June 16, 1865.

24

Toronto Globe, June 30, 1865.

25

Ibid.

Toronto Globe, July 1, 1865. The newspaper also reported that "The
halllll1er consists of a ball of iron weighing 16 lbs., centered to the end of a thin
handle of tile lllost pliable hickory, about 4 feet, 6 inches long and in throwing is
swung aroulld tIle body, the thrower also whirling himself." Jarmy took the 16 lb.
contest 181 ft., 9 in. to McLelman's 161 ft. In the 141h. event, McLennan was the
victor 182 ft. to 158ft. and ill the 12 lb. contest McLennan also won 203 ft. to 196
ft. In tIle final10 lb. match Jarmy won 229 ft. to 216 ft..
26

Buffalo Daily Courier, July 11, 1865. The match was held at the Race
Course, Cold Springs, Buffalo. Also of note, this paper stated that the cricket ball
and nail halnmer luatciles would be offered and "The games are to be conducted in
the saIne lnanner as those at which Mr. Jarmey exhibited before the Queen and
Nobility ofEllglal1d and bore off a gold medal."
27

28

Buffalo Morning Express, July, 10, 1865.

Buffalo Daily Courier, July 12, 1865 and the Buffalo Morning Express,
July 13, 1865. McLennan was tIle victor ill the 16 lb., 160 ft., 11 in. to 145 ft., 4
in., the 14 lb., 189 ft., 3 in. to 173 ft., 2 in. and performed a running long jump of
24 feet beating three others. Jarmy won tIle 12 lb. event, 195 ft to McLennan's 168
ft.,6 in. 011 tIle second day of the gaInes, McLennan beat two other notable
Caledolliall athletes, Peter Brazeau and Alex. Fraser, in the putting of the 18 lb.
and 25 lb. balls. In tIle 18 lb. contest McLemlan threw 45 feet to Brazeau's 42 feet
and in the 25 lb. McLennan threw 35 ft., 6 in. to Brazeau's 32 ft., 6 in. Big Rory
also, as reported by the paper, ran a 100 yard race in 9 1/ 2 seconds.
29

30

Scottish American Journal, July 22, 1865.

31

Buffalo Morning Express, July 13, 1865.

No record exists of the Montreal or Toronto games being advertised, thus,
tIle ilnprolnptll 11ature of tllese events likely contributed to the poor attendance.
32

Although Janny fell into obscurity after the Buffalo games, it is known
tllat lle was, ill tIle words of his son, " ....murdered for his tlloney. He had a show
33
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of wild animals and was traveling and in 1878, Mother was left a widow with 6
children...." AO, F 238, MU 3844.
34

Cornwall Freeholder, September 8, 1865.

35

Charlottetown Examiner, August 21, 1865.

Charlottetown Examiner, August 7 & 14, 1865. These included Putting
the Stone, Throwing the Light and Heavy Hammers, Dancing, Leaping, Foot Races
and Tossing the Caber.
36

Ibid. This International Competition was open to " ...competitors from the
United States, Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and P.E.I."
37

In the Heavy Hammer McLennan threw 87 ft., 9 in. defeating the 70 ft., 5
in. heave of Ronald McDonald of Antigonish, Nova Scotia. In the Heavy Stone,
Roderick defeated Donald Martin of Belfast, P.E.I., 31 ft., 7 in. to 26 ft., 41/2 in.
38

Charlottetown Islander, August 18, 1865. The Charlottetown Examiner,
August 21, 1865 also commented that "It was good to see the style in which he
sped the heavy hammer. Every throw was rewarded by the crowd."
39

Webster, Scottish, 65. The "standing" style will be fully detailed in
chapter four.
40

In fact the crowd was so impressed with McLennan that they expressed
displeasure with the account of McLennan's efforts in the August 21,
Charlottetown Examiner. The editor of that newspaper admitted in the August 28
issue that he had originally printed an account of the games from Ross's Weekly
because it was:
41

the longest we have seen, [and] we thought it would likely prove most acceptable
to the Caledonians; but we understand some fault has been found with it on the
ground that it does not do justice to the young Canadian, Mr. McLennan, whose
feats of strength excited the admiration of everyone on the ground.

With regards to his throw of 180 feet, it was further commented that "Such a feat
was never contemplated by the oldest, most experienced athletes from 'the land of
mountain and of flood. ,,,
42

Halifax Citizen, August 31, 1865.

43

Ibid.

Ibid. It was also stated that in leaping they found his".. .lightness and
grace strangely contrasting with his tall and muscular form."
44
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McLennan's results, all first place finishes, were as follows: Putting
Heavy Stone, 35 ft., 8 in., Putting Light Stone, 36 ft., 9 in., Throwing Heavy
Hammer, 78 ft., 5 in., Throwing Light Hammer, 100 ft., 8 in., Running High Leap,
5 ft., 5 in.·, Running Long Leap 17 ft., 8 in.
45

46

Charlottetown Examiner, September 4, 1865.

47

Cornwall Freeholder, September 22, 1865.

48

Canadian Sporting News, May 11; 1895.

Peter Leslie Lindsay, "The Pioneer Years Prior to Confederation," in
History olSport in Canada, ed. Maxwell and Reet Howell (Champaign, IL: Stipes
Publishing Company, 1985), 100.
49

CHAPTER 4:
RODERICK OF THE HAMMER

As discussed in the previous chapter, Roderick McLennan experienced a
great deal of success and exposure early in his athletic career. The Cornwall
Championship of the World match, his tour with lanny, and his own personal tour
were all significant contributors to his development as an athlete of renown within
the British North America. However, several of Big Rory's greatest achievements
came later in his career. It was during the early 1870s that McLennan became
involved with Donald Dinnie, a champion athlete of Highland games in Scotland
and one of the first professional Caledonian athletes. Over the course of their
athletic rivalry, these two athletes developed a great deal of respect for the other's
talents. This mutual respect was paralleled by an immense dislike between the
two. In fact, their dislike was so impassioned that it extended beyond their initial
rivalry of 1870-1872 and into the early 1880s. In addition to becoming extremely
popular among spectators the rivalry between McLennan and Dinnie was
significant for several other reasons. In an effort to accommodate the two
champion athletes, the Caledonian societies involved in the creation of the rivalry
became athlete-focused in their approach to the organization of their games. The
modification of media advertisements and the creation of special events were
reflective of this transition towards an athlete-focused structure. This chapter will
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investigate the height of Big Rory's athletic career through an investigation of his
rivalry with Donald Dinnie in the early 18708. Specifically, this chapter will
identify how McLennan and Dinnie became associated and examine what impact,
if any, their rivalry had on the Caledonian games of 1870-1872. Additionally, the
role of the media in the evolution of this rivalry will also be discussed.
After the summer of 1865, Roderick McLennan decided to temporarily
abandon athletics and concentrate on developing his vocation. Between 1866 and
1870 he lived in New Glasgow, Nova Scotia and worked in railway and canal
construction. 1 In 1870, McLennan was employed as a construction foreman on the
Intercolonial Railway in Quebec near Saint-Germain-de-Rimouski. Later that year
he moved to Toronto and established himself as a railway contractor. 2 It was
during this time that McLennan was given another opportunity to pursue his
avocation of hammer throwing against another champion athlete.
In early 1870, Caledonian societies in the United States announced that the
champion athlete of the Highland games in Scotland, Donald Dinnie, would be
crossing the Atlantic to participate in the North American games. 3 Individual
societies in Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, Brooklyn and others across
the north-eastern United States made every attempt to recruit him to participate and
4

heighten interest in their games. Dinnie's tour was successful both from an
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athletic and financial perspective from the moment he arrived in New York on July
21, 1870. The Scottish American Journal even provided coverage of his arrival.

s

Caledonian societies in America were not alone in their attempt to enlist
Dinnie in their games. Just north of the border, in the Dominion of Canada,
several societies were also interested in recruiting the champion athlete. As early
as June 16, 1870, over a month before Dinnie's arrival, the Scottish American

Journal reported that the Caledonian Society of Montreal:
has voted the sum of $100 to defray the expenses of Donald Dinnie, Champion of
the Scottish games and there is every probability that the society will secure his
presence at their annual gathering August next. Endeavors will be made to get
McLennan, the great Glengarry man, to compete with him in these games, in
which the interest cannot fail to be intense. 6

The Caledonians in Montreal were indeed successful in their attempt to
enlist both athletes. Moreover, this society also made a concerted effort to
heighten spectator interest by creating a special event in which the two champions
were to compete. On July 21 st the Scottish American Journal reported "It was
announced [by the Montreal Caledonian Society] that the prize for' hammer
throwing will be $50 and the Championship of Canada. Donald Dinnie and
Roderick McLennan are expected to compete for the prize."7
The Caledonian Society of Montreal was not the only Canadian society
interested in organizing a competition between McLennan and Dinnie. The
Caledonian Society of Toronto, which would hold their games three days before
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the Montreal event, also wanted the two athletes to contest against each other. In
early August, the Scottish American Journal reported that "Among the competitors
[in Toronto] will be Donald Dinnie, Champion athlete of Scotland, and R. R.
McLennan, Champion athlete of Canada.,,8
On the same day this report appeared in the Scottish American Journal, an
advertisement was printed for the Toronto Caledonian games in the Toronto Globe.
This advertisement listed the event as the Second Annual Gathering and Games of
the Caledonian Society of Toronto and was to take place at the Crystal Palace
Grounds on August 8, 1870. Located prominently in this advertisement was the
following:
$600 IN PRIZES ... DONALD DINNIE, the Champion Athlete of Scotland; and
R. R. McLENNAN, the champion of America, and a number of other celebrated
athletes will be present and take part in the games. 9

To specifically identify McLennan and Dinnie in this promotion represents a
clear shift from advertisements previously seen within the context of Caledonian
games in Canada. Quite simply, Caledonian games, prior to this event, had never
had champion athletes the calibre of McLennan and Dinnie to tout, and thereby
exploit, in a premier athletic match. Thus, this shift in event marketing offers
further credence to the movement towards an athlete-centred sport environment
identified in the previous chapter. The identifying of Dinnie and McLennan by
name, in addition to the use of capitalisation, also shows a clear intent on the part
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of the organisers. Without question, a concerted effort was made to place these
two champions in a position of prominence within the games. These developments
reflect, but were not identical to, the Cornwall match or "Starring Tour" of 1865.
It must be recognized that the modifications to the 1870 games represent a shift on
the part of the Caledonian societies rather than the individually driven efforts of the
"Starring Tour" in 1865. As mentioned, the Montreal Caledonian Society was the
first to advertise a McLennan versus Dinnie match-up; however, it was in Toronto,
three days prior to the Montreal games, that the first McLennan versus Dinnie
encounter took place.
The Toronto Globe reported that it rained on the day of the games; however,
this did not dissuade spectators from attending. Although the newspaper
acknowledged that the attendance was difficult to determine, it was estimated
between twelve and fifteen thousand people witnessed the events. to Once again,
the champion athletes figured prominently in the report of the games found in the
Globe. "The gathering of distinguished athletes was also a grand success. No such
body of competitors probably ever before came to gather on a similar occasion in
America."}}
As previously intimated, it was hoped by the organisers and patrons of the
Toronto Caledonian games that Donald Dinnie and Roderick McLennan would
compete against each other in several events. In fact, the Heavy Hammer event
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(18 lbs.), similar to the Montreal games, was designated as the Championship of
America and was designed to accommodate these two athletes.

12

The medal was to

be presented by the Hon. George Brown, President of the Society and Alexander
Muir, the author of "The Maple Leaf Forever" and an accomplished Caledonian
athlete, was one of three adjudicators for the event. Despite the notable and
worthy individuals associated with these games, controversy was about to erupt
between Dinnie and McLennan. Of the two featured athletes, only McLennan
entered the heavy hammer competition. Peter Brazeau and Roderick's brothers
Farquhar and Angus R. also competed in the contest:
In this match, the splendid throwing of the heavy hammer with the swing, by R.R.
McLennan, was the theme of universal admiration. The brothers McLennan are
veritable 'Sons of Anak,' and of Herculean strength, and each carried off a
prize. 13

The results of this match were clear. Donald Dinnie did not enter the lists
against McLennan. Curiously, the report in the newspaper noted that a second
Heavy Hammer (18 lbs.) contest was offered. The Globe described this event as a
"special prize for UNDER THROWING" and that "This prize was given especially
to bring into play Dinnie's peculiar style of throwing." 14 The reference to "under
throwing" suggests that Dinnie used the "standing" style of hammer throwing.
This was the most commonly used hammer throwing technique during the 1860s
and 1870s and was also referred to as the "Scottish" style or the "pendulum
swing." Essentially, this style developed in response to the sometimes erratic and
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dangerous "turning" style evident in the 1850s. To eliminate the "turning" or
wind-up, this technique forced the thrower to keep both feet planted on the ground
at all times. The competitor then stood at the mark with his side to the field of play
and took several pendulum-like underhanded swings before releasing the
hammer. 15
Similar circumstances could also be found in the Throwing of the 56 lbs.
Weight for distance. Roderick and his brothers Angus R. and Farquhar, in addition
to two other competitors, participated in the event. Roderick, throwing with the
tum, was declared the victor in this competition. I6 However, another 56 lbs.
Weight contest was also offered:
SPECIAL PRIZE FOR THROWING 56 LB. WEIGHT from the toe mark without
the swing [therefore standing style] ...No one entered against Donald Dinnie, who
threw the weight 21 feet, 10 inches. 17

The indication in the Globe that Dinnie threw without the swing indicates
that he also used the "standing" style of throwing for the 56 lb. weight. The extra
contests in both the Heavy Hammer and 56 lb. Weight were identified as "special"
events and were clearly added to accommodate Dinnie, as he refused to throw in
the same style as McLennan. I8 By the end of the 56 lb. Weight contest it was late
in the day and the Light Hammer (12 lb.) event for the Championship of America
was postponed until the following morning at which time Big Rory won
convincingly with the "tum.,,19
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An invitational dinner was offered at the close of the games and was
attended by many prominent individuals?O At the conclusion of the dinner several
speeches were made which acknowledged the successful nature of the days events
and proceedings. The Hon. George Brown indicated that the games committee
" ... deserved credit for having brought together the most distinguished body of
athletes that had ever assembled on this continent and could not have been excelled
in any part of the world.,,21 In response, Roderick McLennan stated, in the absence
of Mr. Dinnie, that "He thought that himself and his brother Canadian athletes
might well rest content with having come off so favourably when contesting
against the champion ofthe world.,,22
Unfortunately, the great hammer throwing match between Roderick "Big
Rory" McLennan and Donald Dinnie for the Championship of America never
materialized. Clearly, the issue of throwing styles was of foremost concern to the
athletes involved.

McLennan used the older "turning" style of throwing which

produced greater distances and Dinnie used the more recent "standing" style in
vogue both in Scotland and North America during this time period. 23 Thus, with
their reputations on the line, McLennan and Dinnie refused to compete head-tohead, yet each won the competition in his respective style.
Although the Games Committee of the Toronto Caledonian Society was
thrilled with the overall success of the games, not everyone was pleased with the
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outcome of this preluier event. For example, the Scottish American Journal, in
addition to printing the results of the games, took issue with McLennan and his
mode of hammer throwing and laid down the foundation for an athletic record
4

controversy over a decade later.2 In contrast, this premier hammer throwing

match left others inspired. Two weeks after the games, a poem appeared in the
Globe immortalizing the rivalry that developed at the Toronto Caledonian Games.

The poem, written by Alexander McLachlan, was entitled "Roderick of the
Hammer" or "The Maple and the Thistle":
A stalwart Scot, a tower I wot
Of sinew, bone and muscle,
Came to our land of forests grand
To give our lads a tussle;
For in the land of mountains grand,
The lovely land that bore him.
As champion he still bore the gree
And carried all before him.
So Donald's challenge, far and near,
The telegraph did carry,
At length it reached the willing ear
Of Roderick of Glengarry;
Who's ofa race that's no disgrace
Unto the land that bore them,
Fresh as the vine, straight as the pine
On maple waving o'er them.
This Roderick Ban has all the man
In every limb and feature,
Not strength alone, and nerve and bone,
But Science, Art and Nature;
Tho' Donald is as steeve a chiel
As stalks beneath the carry,
As an athlete he can't compete
With Roderick of Glengarry!
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So Roderick dares him to the test,
In any style he chooses,
The canny Scot can not be caught,
And utterly refuses;
His reputation on a cast
Wise Donald will not stake it
For Roderick Ban's the better man
In any way he'll take it.

For Roderick's feat it is a treat
That's worth a long day's going,
Words cannot ring his mighty swing,
It's the sublime of throwing!
Transformed into a living wheel,
The demon of the centre,
He gathers power, yet guides the steel
Where mortal dare not enter.
As if the whirlwind in its wrath
It's awful power had lent him,
He gathers on his whirling path
A terrible momentum;
While every heart is still as death
In fearful expectation,
He hurls it on its sounding path
'Mid shouts of admiration.
E'en While I sing yon mighty swing,
My Muse, she reels and stammers,
As in a swound she's whirled aroundo he's the King of Hammers!
Ah, Donald, at your highest heats,
You can't compete with Rory,
Nor throw around your greatest feats
Yon wild poetic glory;
Which silences all empty vaunts,
Defying critic's clamourAnd henceforth he surnamed shall be
"Fair Roderick of the Hammer!"
Long may he live to wear the prize-*
The golden badge of honour;
Then join with me in three times three,
"The Hero and the Donor!"
*Presented by Hon. George Brown. 25
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In response, the Scottish American Journal printed an extensive critique of
McLachlan's poem under the title, "Champion Hammer Thrower of Canada." The
periodical stated, "While giving high praise - praise in which we cordially join - to
Mr. McLennan, Mr. McLachlan goes out of his way, unnecessarily we think, to
misrepresent the position and achievements of Mr. Donald Dinnie.,,26 The Scottish

American Journal also commented that Mr. McLachlan used" ...more than a
poet's license ..." when he described the nature of McLennan's exploits and
hammer throwing prowess. 27
Two days after the Toronto games, on August 11, both McLennan and
Dinnie attended the Montreal Caledonian games. Similar to the Toronto games,
the two athletes refused to compete against each other due to their continued
disagreement on throwing styles. As a result, only McLennan and three others
entered the Heavy Hammer contest for the Championship of Canada. McLennan
won that event and the Light Hammer contest.28 Donald Dinnie, on the other hand,
won the Throwing of the 56 lb. Weight for the Championship of America against
three other athletes.

29

Although it was not specified, Dinnie's event likely required

the "standing" style of throwing because a special 56 lb. Weight contest was also
offered which allowed "Throwing according to choice.,,3o In this event, McLennan
was the only competitor and threw an even 30 ft.
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Although McLennan and Dinnie never contested against each other head-tohead, their rivalry during the summer of 1870 had a tremendous impact on the
development of Caledonian games in Ontario. For the first time, specific athletes
were promoted and given prominent billing on advertisements leading up to the
games sponsored by Caledonian societies. 'This development was indicative of the
increasing centrality of the athlete(s) in Scottish games during this period. The
creation and use of championship titles in the Montreal and Toronto games also
focused and heightened spectator interest on the events in which the athletes were
to compete. Moreover, the creation of special contests and, most importantly, the
centring of these contests within the games indicates that the contests in which
McLennan and Dinnie competed, particularly the hammer throwing events, were
the lTIOSt prominent of the day's activities. Clearly, the focus of spectator attention
on this rivalry by the Caledonian Societies, either through titles, advertisements or
contests, was created by design. Although the managing committees of the
Toronto and Montreal Caledonian Societies created the rivalry, their use of the
lnedia, both in and outside their localities, was critical to the promotion and
development of the McLennan versus Dinnie rivalry prior to the Toronto games of
1870.

31

After the games had been completed, the Toronto Globe and Montreal

Herald provided extensive media coverage of the day's proceedings which offers
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further testimony to the appeal and popularity of the athletes themselves and games
in which this rivalry was featured.
After the Montreal Caledonian games, Dinnie returned to New York and
brought his tour to a close. One of his last appearances that year was at the
Brooklyn Caledonian games on August 18, 1870. At this poorly attended event
Dinnie " ...exceeded all competitors by about one-third...,,32 in each of the events
he entered. Dinnie also won a Heavy Hammer contest for the Championship of
America using the "standing" style against one other competitor.

33

By the end of August, weeks after the champion hammer throwers met in
Montreal, the Caledonian Society of Detroit, under the authorization of Donald
Dinnie, issued a challenge to Canadian Caledonian athletes in the Scottish

American Journal that was clearly directed at Roderick McLennan. The challenge
was a contest of nine athletic events for $500 or $1000 a side. 34 Of note, the
challenge stated, "To accommodate the Canadians, Mr. Dinnie will either throw in
the Scottish style or let each man have his way.,,35 This challenge was to remain
open for two weeks. The Detroit Caledonians further taunted that "Now is the
time to bring on your Canadian giants.,,36 However, Big Rory had already returned
to railway contracting in the Toronto area soon after his appearance in Montreal
and thus declined the challenge.
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Two years after the initial confrontation, Donald Dinnie returned to North
America for a second tour. By early August 1872, the Toronto Mail announced
that Donald Dinnie would be present and compete in the games held by the
Caledonian Society of Toronto.37 The Caledonian Society reported in the Globe
that the prize list was valued at over $800. They also used the opportunity to

rekindle the rivalry and acknowledged, "There will be (in addition to the Scottish
athletes, Donald Dinnie and James Fleming) competitors from the United States,
and the McLennan's and others from all parts ofCanada.,,38 Similar to the games
in 1870 several railway companies offered special rates and fares in support of the
event. It was further commented that" ...we [the society] believe the prize-list is
the largest ever offered in America.,,39
On August 17, three days prior to the Toronto games, the results of the
Montreal Caledonian games were printed in the Mail. McLennan did not attend
this event; however, the report observed that Donald Dinnie was suffering from an
injured left wrist that was kept immobilised in a sling. As a result, Dinnie could
not compete in several events although he did prove a match for some using only
his right hand. 40
The attendance on the day of the Toronto Caledonian games was estimated
at not less than five thousand. 41 Not surprisingly, the " .. .interest of the day, as was
expected, centred in the match of throwing the heavy hammer.,,42 However, this
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special hammer throwing match was a clear departure from anything previously
experienced in Caledonian games. This contest, for the Championship of the
World, combined both the "standing" and the "turning" styles of throwing. Three
trials were offered in each style with the" ...best average throwing to take
prizes.,,43 Having learned their lesson in 1870, this contest was likely devised by
the organisers of the event in order to satisfy concerns over throwing styles held by
both McLennan and Dinnie.
Both Dinnie and Fleming were expected to enter this event; however, both
declined. Dinnie due to injury and Fleming because he was unfamiliar with the
"turning" style of throwing. In the end, Roderick McLennan defeated his brothers
in this contest with an throwing average of 107 ft., 11 in. Farquhar McLennan
finished second with an average of 87 ft., 3 in. and third was Angus R. McLennan
with 84 ft., 7 in. 44 Donald Dinnie observed Big Rory during this competition as
reported by the newspaper. The periodical also noted a conversation between the
two athletes:
We may also state that in a conversation that took place among these celebrated
atilletes, and in regard to a challenge given by Mr. Dinnie in the columns of Bell's
Life in last April for throwing the hammer, Mr. McLennan said he would accept
the challenge on Mr. Dinnie's own terms; a match which will be one of exceeding
interest, as involving a trial between one of the first professional athletes in the
world, and a native born son of the Dominion of Canada. 45

A similar situation developed during the 56 lb. Weight contest for the
Championship of the World. Fleming again refused to enter this contest because
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this event allowed the use of either the "standing" or "turning" style. R. R.
McLennan finished first with a throw of 37ft.

A. R. McLennan finished second

with 34 ft. 4 in. and Farquhar McLennan finished third with a throw of29 ft. 2 in.
All three brothers threw with the tum. 46
In the regular Heavy Hammer event (21 lb.), "standing" style only as per
NAUCA regulations, Big Rory was also victorious beating James Fleming and
another competitor. 47 In the Putting of the Light Stone (14 lb.), the results were
reversed with Fleming defeating Rory, 45 ft., 10 in. to 44 ft., 1 in. 48
Similar to the games experienced in 1870, the 1872 Toronto Caledonian
games offered championship titles and athlete-focused advertisements. In an effort
to enlist both McLennan and Dinnie in the same event, a special event was created
that combined both the "turning" style of throwing used by Rory and the
"standing" style used by Dinnie. This clearly indicates a deliberate effort on the
part of the Caledonian Society to accommodate these athletes to encourage them to
compete.
One month after the 1872 games in Toronto, just before Dinnie was set to
return to Scotland, the Scottish champion offered a few parting shots in the

Scottish American Journal regarding his experiences in Toronto:
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Many of your readers know the reception I met with at Toronto at the hands of
one or two individuals. They will be possibly astonished to learn there lately
appeared in one of the local papers a challenge from R.R. McLennan the so-called
"champion hammer thrower of the world" to meet me in my own style of
throwing and compete with me on equal terms for a certain sum ofmoney.49

Dinnie took offence to this challenge as he was still suffering from the injury
to his left arm. He continued, "The only construction I can put upon their conduct
is that they are attempting to get up a little local reputation at the expense of their
manhood.,,50 Moreover, Dinnie stated that ifhe were not currently disabled he
would consider the challenges:
but in the meantime the challengers may soothe themselves with the knowledge
that they are the recipients of my heartiest contempt, and that I am sorry thus, for
my own sake, to be called upon to give their names greater publicity than they
deserve. 51

After the 1872 Toronto Caledonian games Donald Dinnie and Roderick
McLennan broke company. Donald Dinnie, then 34, continued his life as a
professional athlete in Scotland and New Zealand. At the age of 30, Roderick
McLennan again returned to railway construction. During this time he was
engaged by Francis Shanly and worked on the Georgian Bay extension of the
Midland Railway.52
The following summer, in 1873, McLennan was noticed on the grounds of
the Buffalo Caledonian Society games and was implored to enter the lists. That
day he took a first for throwing the Light Hammer, Tossing the Caber and in the

Putting of the Heavy Stone.53 After the Buffalo games of 1873 Big Rory finally
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retired from his avocation and focused on his career in the railway industry. He
worked on the Canada Southern Railway and moved west to oversee construction
of the southern portion of the Pembina branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway.54
In conclusion, the Caledonian Societies in both America and the Dominion
used Donald Dinnie's first appearance in North America to heighten interest in
their athletic games. However, Caledonian societies in Canada, specifically
Toronto and Montreal, went a step further by enlisting the acknowledged
champion hammer thrower of the Dominion, Roderick R. McLennan, to create one
of the first marquee hammer throwing contests in North America. The societies
also initiated an athletic rivalry between the two competitors through the media
that quickly developed a life of its own. Thus, the media was used as a conduit to
facilitate the agenda of the societies involved. Unfortunately, these two great
athletes never faced each other in head-to-head competition due to a disagreement
on throwing styles and injury. McLennan used the older "turning" style and
Dinnie used the more contemporary "standing" technique. This rivalry carried
over from the Toronto and Montreal games of 1870 to the Toronto games of 1872
when Dinnie returned for a second North American tour. At that time, the Toronto
Caledonian Society rekindled the rivalry and, in order to ensure the participation of
both athletes, created a special hammer throwing contest that combined both
McLennan's and Dinnie's throwing styles. Due to an injury, Donald Dinnie
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declined to compete against Big Rory, and although their rivalry faded briefly, it
would later be rekindled in the early 1880s.
Although the two never met in direct competition their athletic rivalry had a
dramatic impact on the development of Caledonian games. Many of these
modifications were organizational. The societies during this period were
responding to a new professionalism found among Caledonian athletes. As a
result, the societies developed and refined sub-committees to oversee the
management of the games. Prize money also increased in an effort to raise interest
and to encourage athlete attendance. Still other developments included the
extensive use of championship titles, the creation of contests designed for specific
athletes, and the promotion of specific athletes in media advertisements of the
games. These changes were relatively new to Caledonian games and could still be

seen years after the summer of 1872. Overall, these developments allowed for the
creation of an athlete-centred sport experience within Caledonian games and
should be considered an outgrowth of the changes first identified in this context
during the mid-1860s. Moreover, these changes also brought forth an interest in
record keeping within Caledonian athletics and, as will be shown, contributed to
the enigmatic nature of Roderick McLennan's athletic records.
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Notes
1 McLennan

also joined the Albion Lodge of Freemasons at this time. See
Dictionary ofCanadian Biography, Vol. XIII, s.v. "McLennan, Roderick (R)."
2 Ibid.

A brief biography of Donald Dinnie appeared in the Scottish American
Journal, July 7, 1870. He was born in Aboyne, Aberdeen-shire in 1837. He began
his athletic career as a teenager. In 1870 he was listed as 6 ft., 1 in. tall, 210 lbs.
His measurements were chest 45 1/ 2 in., arm 15 1/ 2 in. and thigh 25 1/ 2 in. In one of
his more prolific accomplishments it was noted that in "Turning the body with the
hammer, he has sent a 22 lb. hammer 120 feet." Charles Donaldson, in Men of
Muscle and the Highland Games ofScotland: With BriefBiographies ofthe
Leading Athletes over the Last 50 Years (Glasgow: Carter and Prat, 1901), 22-32,
also offered biographical information on Dinnie. Appropriately, the author
commented that Dinnie was " ... a typical Scotsman in almost every respect. He is
blunt and straightforward, and 'Would not flatter Neptune for his trident, Or Jove
for his power to thunder.' [Robert] Burns he admires, and [William] Wallace was
a man after his own heart."
3

Most societies offered Dinnie $1 00 in travel expenses in addition to any
prize money or exhibition money he might make while at the games. Scottish
American Journal, June 16, July 7, 21, August 11, 1870.
4

"As the stalwart Donald - the beau ideal of a strong, muscular highlander dressed in the garb of Old Gaul, walked among the streets he soon drew the
attention of the citizens, and his fine appearance was frequently complimented."
Scottish American Journal, July 28, 1870.
5

6

Scottish American Journal, June 16, 1870. Brackets mine.

7

Scottish American Journal, July 21, 1870.

8 Scottish

American Journal, August 4, 1870.

Toronto Globe, August 4, 1870. Adjacent to this advertisement were
announcements indicating that the presentation of prizes from the games would
take place during the evening, after the games had been completed, at the
Horticultural Gardens. Another announcement indicated that special trains and
rates were available to accommodate individuals attending the games.
9

10

Toronto Globe, August 9, 1870.
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Ibid. Similar comments were made in an article entitled "Athletic Games"
in the August 4, 1870 issue of the Toronto Globe. In this article, the author argued
for the cultivation of athletic activities to facilitate "National greatness ...." The
author stated:
11

Secular education, the diffusion of knowledge, moral and religious training, are
reckoned the most important means by which to reach that end [national
greatness]. But there is also another element without the operation of which the
other agencies will lose much of their efficiency and power, viz: the development
of the physical energy of the people. Greece in her Olympic games, and Rome in
her gladiatorial competitions, nurtured that manly power amongst their people
which ultimately made them conquerors of the world. Scotland also, perhaps
more than any other nation, has cultivated and encouraged outdoor sports and
athletic games and recreations amongst her people, and she certainly does not
rank the least amongst the nations in national greatness and in moral power... AII
our readers will quite understand that these observations are made with special
reference to the grand gathering of the Caledonian Society to come off in Toronto
on Monday next. From far and wide over broad Canada we hear of a coming host
of famous athletes...we do not doubt that this will prove the grandest
demonstration of the kind ever witnessed on the American continent.

With the exception of the Cornwall match in 1865, no evidence currently
exists to suggest "Championship" events took place in Caledonian games in
Canada West prior to 1870. However, after the Dinnie and McLennan experience
in 1870 championship events became available across the North America. The
most notable of these would be Championship of North America offered by the
Caledonian Club of PEl and the NAUCA Gold Medal offered for the first time at
the Montreal Caledonian Games of 1872. For PEl see the Scottish American
Journal, July 20, 1876 and for Montreal, July 25, 1872.
12

Toronto Globe, August 9, 1870. Roderick threw 139 ft., 8 in., Farquhar
threw 109 ft., 6 in., and Alexander R. threw 108 ft., 6 in. See the medal inscribed,
"Caledonian Games, Toronto, 8 Aug 1870, Throwing Heavy Hammer, 18 lbs.,
Championship of America presented by Hon. George Brown, President, Won by R.
R. McLennan." [Gold, 1.5" x 1.5"] with the McLennan Family Papers, Georgian
House, Alexandria, Ontario.
13

Ibid. Dinnie threw 88 ft., 6 in., Jasper Cameron took second 69 ft., 3 in.,
and Brazeau took third 67 ft., 3 in.
14

Webster, Scottish Highland Games (Glasgow: William Collins Sons
and Co., 1959), 65, 67.
15David
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Toronto Globe August 9,1870. Roderick's throw of31 ft., 6 in. was good
enough for first. Alexander R. finished second with a throw of 28 ft., 10 in. and
third was Farquhar 27ft., 9 in.
16

17

Ibid.

Cornwall Daily Standard-Freeholder, July 17, 1948 and Scottish
American Journal, September 1, 1870. Also see Chapter Five, note 23.
18

19

Toronto Globe, August 10, 1870. In this contest:

the McLennan's were the only competitors; although several others entered, none
of them came to the scratch. The splendid throwing of R. R. McLennan could not
be surpassed. Of course he was the winner of the first 1st prize-sending the
hammer a distance of 196 feet. Farquhar McLennan carried off the second money
by throwing the weight 168 feet, while A. R. McLennan (a man of gigantic
stature) won third prize at 160 feet.

Also see the medal inscribed, "Caledonian Games, Toronto, 8 Allg 1870, Light
Hammer Throwing, 12Ibs., Championship of America, Won by R. R. McLennan,
Presented by J. Ross Robertson, Daily Telegraph, Toronto." [Silver, 1.75" x 1.75",
Angel and Shield at Pillar] with the McLennan Family Papers.

Toronto Globe, August 10, 1870.. To name a few, " ... Hon George
Brown, the President of the Association, who was supported by Attorney-General
J. Sandfield Macdonald, Hon. D. L. Macpherson, Hon. M. C. Cameron, Han. Mr.
Claylay, Mr. Wallis, M.P., Hon. Mr. Gray, M.P., Mr. Angus Morrison, M.P.; Mr.
Grahame, M.P.P., Mr. D'Arcy Boulton, President of City Council...Mr.
McLennan."
20

21

Ibid.

22

Ibid.

23

Webster, Scottish, 65, 67.

24

Interestingly, the Scottish American Journal, August 18, 1870 reported

that:
The mode of throwing [McLennan's "turning" style] in this competition is
peculiar to Canada. It was abolished in Scotland about ten or twelve years ago. It
consists of turning the body with the hammer and each tum is supposed to add an
additional ten feet to the length of the throw. In this instance the brothers
McLennan each turned from four to seven times. It requires considerable practice
to learn this art of throwing.

Surprisingly, the Scottish American also made the following comment, " ... instead
of an ordinary stiff handle, the hammer used on this occasion was furnished with a
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flexible switch, about 5 1/ 2 feet long, so that the game is, in fact, slinging a ball and
not, strictly speaking, hammer throwing."

Toronto Globe, August 22, 1870 and later in Alexander McLachlan,
Poems and Songs (Toronto: Hunter, Rose and Company, 1874), 123-124.
25

26

Scottish American Journal, September 1, 1870.

27

Ibid.

See the medal inscribed "Caledonian Society of Montreal, 1855,
Champion Medal, Throwing Hammer, Won by R. R. McLennan, 11 th Aug. 1870"
[Gold 1.75" x 1.5"] with the McLennan Family Papers. At the games, McLennan
threw the Light Hammer 161 ft., 2 in. and the second place competitor threw 120
ft.,4 in. It was also reported that "The greatest throw was 176 ft., 8 in. by R. R.
McLennan, but the throw was declared foul." The following first hand account of
this event written in broad-Scottish was taken from a letter published in the
Scottish American Journal, August 25, 1870:
28

Suffice it tae say that when Rory McLennan whirled the hammer, my certie, he
made it gang oot 0' a gun. Donald Dinnie did not enter for this, as he flings a
different way. But Rory, as I said, gaed twa or three whirls, an' like an
Armstrong gun it gaed whizz'n' through the air, a wonderful length, lang ahead of
Peter Frazer [Brazeau], wha had made the first try, an' which lookit a good shot.
Unfortunately for his best shot, 176 feet 8 inches, Rory, wi' the force, looted doon
an' touched the ground wi' his hand, so it was ruled oot as being foul.

In the heavy hammer, McLennan won with a toss of 120 ft., 8 in. and the second
place finisher threw 85 ft., 9 in. Montreal Herald, August 12, 1870.

Montreal Herald, August 12, 1870. Dinnie threw 24 ft., 4 in. followed by
18 ft., 6 in. and 17 ft., 10 in.
29

30

Ibid.

George Brown and his extensive career and influence with the Toronto
Globe is a noteworthy connection considering he was the President of the Toronto
Caledonian Society. See the Dictionary a/Canadian Biography, Vol. X, s.v.
"Brown, George."
31

11 in.

32

Scottish American Journal, August 25, 1870

33

Ibid. Dinnie threw 98 ft., 11 in. and the second place finisher threw 65 ft.,
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The events were Putting Heavy Stone, Putting Light Stone, Throwing
Heavy Hammer, Throwing Light Hammer, Tossing Caber, Throwing 561b.
Weight, Wrestling, Running and Leaping. Scottish American Journal, September
1, 1870.
34

35

Ibid.

36

Ibid.

37

Toronto Mail, August 7, 1872.

38

Toronto Globe, August 8, 1872; Toronto Mail, August 7, 1872.

39

Toronto Globe, August 1872.

40

Toronto Mail, August 17, 1872.

41

Toronto Globe, August 21, 1872; Toronto Mail, August 21, 1872.

42

Toronto Globe, August 21, 1872.

Ibid. Within Caledonian athletics taking a "prize" meant finishing in the
top three.
43

Ibid. Also see Toronto Mail, August 21, 1872. Within McLennan's
average was a throw, with the turn, of 130 ft. 4 in. Of this throw Charles
Donaldson, on page 120 of Men ofMuscle, commented "This is a world's record."
The hammer used in the contest was later verified in the Toronto Mail, October 27,
1881 by Alexander Muir who riot only judged the event but was Chairman of the
Games Committee. He stated that the hammer in question was of regulation
length,3 ft. 6 in. outside of the socket and made of heavy timber. In total, ball and
handle, the hammer weighed 23 lbs. 5 oz. See the medal inscribed "Championship
of the World, Presented by the Hon. D. L. McPherson to the Caledonian Society of
Toronto for hammer throwing, Won by R. R. McLennan, Aug. 20t \ 1872." [Gold
1.5" x 1.5"] with the McLennan Family Papers.
44

45

Toronto Globe, August 21, 1872.

See the medal inscribed "Caledonian Games, Toronto, August 20th , 1872,
Presented by the Hon. Geo. Brown for throwing the 56 lb. weight, Won by R. R.
McLennan." [Gold, 1.5" x 1.5"] McLennan Family Papers.
46

See the medal inscribed "Caledonian Society, First Prize, Toronto, Aug.
20 , 1872, For throwing heavy hammer, 21 lbs., Standing style, Longest throw on
record, 91 feet 7 inches, Won by R. R. McLennan." [Silver, 1.5" x 1.5"],
McLennan Family Papers.
47
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Toronto Globe, August 21, 1872.
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The challenge from McLennan to Dinnie was printed in the Toronto
Globe, August 31,1872 (see the Toronto Mail, October 27,1881). Scottish
American Journal, September 19, 1872.
49
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Scottish American Journal, September 19, 1872.
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Dictionary o/Canadian Biography, Vol. XIII, s.v. "McLennan, Roderick

(R)."
Buffalo Daily Courier, July 19, 30, 1873 and on the front page of the
Buffalo Morning Express, July 29,30, 1873.
53
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CHAPTERS:
SCOTSMEN PREFER SCOTLAND TO TRUTH

In 1881, tnany years after the McLennan versus Dinnie rivalry had ended, a
controversy developed in the media over several athletic feats performed by
Roderick in 1865, 1870 and 1872. Essentially, questions were raised through the
newspapers regarding the validity and reliability of Big Rory's records by Donald
Dinnie and the athletic editor of the Spirit ofthe Times (NY), W. B. Curtis. In an
effort to respond to these allegations, McLennan became involved with H. J. P.
Good, athletic editor of the Toronto Mail. The information brought forth by both
parties over the course of the ensuing media controversy shed considerable light on
several ,.of McLennan's records and unearthed otherwise unattainable evidence on
the subject. This controversy is also significant because it revealed a great deal
about the nature of athletic records within the context of Caledonian games
between 1865 and 1872. Moreover, this debate reveals McLennan's personal views
regarding his athletic exploits. This chapter will then explore Big Rory's later
involvement in sport in a twofold manner. Specifically, the chapter will examine
the "challenge controversy" of 1881-1882, in an article by article fashion, in order
to determine why the Spirit ofthe Times considered McLennan's athletic records
suspect. Moreover, McLennan's own personal views of his athletic records will be
addressed, in addition to investigating what efforts he undertook during the
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controversy to legitimize them. Although McLennan refused to directly participate
in sport after the tragic 1877 incident in Cornwall, he always stayed interested and
involved in the patronage and organization of athletics, both Caledonian and
otherwise, until his death in 1907. Therefore, this chapter will also briefly address
McLennan's later contribution to sport.
On September 14, 1881 an athletic challenge appeared in the sports and
pastimes section of the Toronto Mail. This challenge came from Roderick
McLennan in response to claims made by Donald Dinnie and Hugh MacKinnon, a
Canadian Caledonian athlete from Belleville, Ontario, regarding their own athletic
achievements. It is not known why the debate began regarding Caledonian
records. However, McLennan's interest in this debate was made clear by H.J.P.
Good, who, paraphrasing Big Rory, stated:
Mr. McLennan is not content with disbelieving the alleged
feats of the gentlemen named, but he is willing to put up money
that no man in the world can beat the following throws made by
himself at the time and place designated.

Weight ofHammer
21 lb. (without a run)
21 lb. (with a run)
56 lb. Weight
16 lb. (with a run)
121b. (with a run)
10 lb. (with a run)

Distance
91 ft., 7 in.
130 ft., 4 in.
37ft.
180 ft.
216 ft.
285 ft.

Place
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
P.E.I.
Cornwall
Buffalo

Year
1872
1872
1872
1865
1865
1865

All the weights are exclusive of handles, which were of regulation length. 1

It was also stated that Roderick would be pleased to payout $500 if any of
his throws were beaten. In addition, McLennan, now an extremely wealthy
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railway magnate, offered to back a protege, Alexander "Big Alex" McDonald of
Lochgarry, Glengarry County, in contests of hammer or stone for $500 or $1000 a
side.
This challenge was quickly seized upon by W.B. Curtis and the Spirit ofthe

Times. In the September 24th issue, Curtis claimed McLennan's feats were
" ... mythical, [and] excepting the first, impossible.,,2 He also counterchallenged
McLennan $500 that he could not provide proof of his performances, repeat any of
the performances in New York on a day of his choosing or find a man living in
America who could perform them. 3
Good and the Mail, unwilling to be outdone by the Spirit, quickly printed a
reply before the end of the month. Good reprinted the above comments and
indicated McLennan's feats were" ...recognized as bordering on the realms of the
wonderful ...The Mail does not profess to be altogether infallible...and in giving
Mr. McLennan's feats it merely took his word for them having no record at hand.,,4
The Mail also noted that each feat could be found recorded in the files of the
Caledonian Society where it was performed.
As the above indicates, the first challenge from McLennan was followed by
a quick flurry of replies by both the Mail and the Spirit. Fortunately, the counterchallenge by the Spirit clearly centred the developing controversy around
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unearthing evidence of McLennan's past accomplishments. A substantial portion
of that evidence was printed on the 30th of September.
Under the title, "R. R. MCLENNAN'S CHALLENGE: THE NEW YORK
'SPIRIT OF THE TIMES' AND "THE MAIL' ," Good printed an exhaustive
article which provided some of the first evidence to be presented regarding
McLennan's aforementioned exploits. The editor noted that with the exception of
the 16 lb. hammer and the 56 lb. weight, there were no credited best performances
on record to compare McLennan's throws. In the 16 lb. hammer, the farthest
known throw with a "run" or "turn" was 162 feet made by Donald Dinnie at
Cupar-Angus, Scotland in 1873.5 This was mentioned in reference to the PEl
throw which, at that time, could not be verified by Good. In the 56 lb. weight, the
best known throw was 30 ft., 2 in. by an Irish amateur in Dublin in 1877.6 This
throw was outdistanced by McLennan in Toronto on August 20, 1872 in front of
Donald Dinnie and James Fleming. An affidavit of this throw was provided by
A.G. Hodge, Secretary of the Toronto Caledonian Society, dated September 27,
1881 and was printed in this article. 7 With regard to the Toronto accomplishments
Good stated, "So much for the Toronto feats, which our athletic editor [Mr. Curtis
of the Spirit] can now believe or disbelieve as he will."g
With respect to the hammer throw in Buffalo, Good telegraphed A.M.
Stewart, the proprietor of the Scottish American Journal. The reply to Good's
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inquiry returned and stated that R. R. McLennan threw the 10 lb. hammer 285 ft. at
Buffalo in 1865.9 The editor of the Mail also commented that he was satisfied with
the report from the periodical because the Scottish American Journal has always
been " ...the best authority on Caledonian sports on this continent...but whether it
will be to our infallible and all-wise friend [Mr. Curtis] we cannot say."l0 In
summary, Good felt that he had provided sufficient evidence to support the results
from Buffalo and Toronto. This evidence, in his opinion, verified four of the six
accomplishments originally listed by McLennan. Several comments regarding
McLennan's original challenge were also made in parting by Good:
In issuing this challenge, Mr. McLennan had no wish to toot his own hom. When
he was in the athletic business, he used to take the least possible trouble to have
his talents published or even noticed, or probably many of them would be
recognized records today even by our athletic editor [Mr. Curtis] ... Mr.
McLennan, like an old war horse, became tired of the smell of smoke without
some kind of interest in the battle, and so seeing the tall blowing of Donald
Dinnie, McKinnon, and others, he came out with his little inducement to those
gentlemen to quit words and perform deeds. When in America Donald Dinnie
continually shirked meeting McLennan, and even now fails to accompany his
blasts of defiance with any of the current coin of the realm. I I

Although it is not known how McLennan and Good became friends, it is
known that the two discussed the articles appearing in the Mail and the Spirit
through letters and telegrams. In a letter dated October 7, 1881 Good told
McLennan:
Don't fail to see this weeks Spirit of the Times. I have advance copy of a blazing
article on page eight. You must get proof of Cornwall and Prince Edward Island
throws. I will tackle Toronto performances... I want to go at the Spirit again at the
earliest possible moment. 12
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The athletic editor of the Mail was correct in his use of the word "blazing" to
describe the article that appeared in the Spirit. It was also clear that McLennan's
records had become a personal issue between the two sport editors. In addition to
several other gibes, the article in the Spirit called the Toronto Mail " ... an
.

overzealous champion of Canada."

13

In an effort to summarize the controversy to

that point, Curtis commented:
The Spirit ventured to doubt the authenticity of the alleged performances claimed
by McLennan, and in punishment for this skepticism we are now being
periodically pulverized by our cantankerous contemporary. 14

After Curtis's lashing of the Mail, he entered into a critical review of his
own regarding the evidence presented by Good. He also stated the point of
contention between both parties, " ... the subject of argument between THE SPIRIT
and the Mail is, whether or not Mr. R. R. McLennan, of Glengarry, Canada, did or
did not, in 1865 and 1872, perform six certain athletic feats claimed by him." 15
Curtis noted that he was an experienced hammer thrower and had seen McLennan
and Jarmy on their " ...hippodroming tour in 1865.,,16 The writer began his critique
of Good's evidence with the 10 lb. hammer throw of285 feet in Buffalo, 1865.
First, the Spirit recognized that the Scottish American Journal was not a
sporting journal and, as such, printed the results of games without critical
observation. Curtis also attempted to contact the Buffalo Caledonian Society;
however, the Society from 1865 had ceased to exist and the records could not be
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found. The editor of the Spirit also printed the results of the 1865 Buffalo games
from the Scottish American and the New York Clipper in his article.

17

Curtis took a

special interest in the 100 yard running race in which McLennan was printed in the
newspapers as having ran in 9 1/ 2 seconds. In conclusion, the athletic editor of the
Spirit commented:
We wish to ask a fair question, and expect a straightforward answer. Does the
athletic editor of the Mail believe that McLennan ran 100 yards in 91/2s? .. Ifnot,
of course lle does not believe that 285 feet with the hammer. When we receive an
answer... we will continue our argument, ifnecessary.18

In response, Good and the Toronto Mail printed the above article and made
the following comment:
we submit that timing a hundred yards race is a far more difficult task than
measuring 285 feet of ground. Taken altogether, we cannot yet see that because
of these discrepancies the reports are necessarily a tissue of errors from beginning
to end. More light·is warranted. 19

Indeed, lTIOre light was warranted on the subject of the 10 lb. hammer throw
of285 feet at Buffalo in 1865. At last, on October 12, Big Rory McLennan waded
into the fray with an extensive letter of his own entitled, "Pepper for the Spirit." In
this letter, McLennan stated that he wished to respond to the remarks made by the
Spirit regarding the current controversy between the two newspapers. Roderick

mentioned that he was unaware that the Scottish American Journal had printed his
results from the Buffalo games. Furthermore, he remarked "I am not responsible
for the accuracy or inaccuracy of the Scottish American Journal or the Clipper...I
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simply know that the report [of 285 feet] is correct.,,20 He also commented on the
allegation by the Spirit that he purposely lost his last throw against Janny:
It is quite possible that I allowed him to win one of the events that day. We were
travelling together for exhibition purposes; there were no bets to my knowledge
on the result of the match or any particular throw. I never sacrificed the public or
my friends 21

Towards the end of the month, on October 27, 1881 Good and the Toronto
Mail printed a letter written in support of Roderick McLennan by Alexander Muir.

Muir was the author of the "Maple Leaf Forever" and on the occasion of the 1872
Toronto Caledonian games was Chairman of the Games Committee, Master of
Ceremonies and one of several adjudicators for the heavy events. Muir, similar to
Hodge in the earlier article, verified McLennan's distances of 91 ft., 7 in. in the
"Scottish" style and 130 ft., 4 in. in the "turning" style. Both were performed with
a hammer weighing 23 lbs. 5 oz. Muir also noted, "The measurements were made
in the presence of Dinnie alld Fleming, who followed the tape and watched every
movement closely.,,22 Also of interest, he commented that when the contest for the
light hammer began, Dinnie requested that McLennan not compete because Dinnie
still suffered from an injury to his hand and desired to win a prize. After having
been propositioned by Dinnie, Muir observed that McLennan addressed the crowd:
Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. Dinnie has requested me not to throw the light
hammer, in order that he may have a chance to win a prize. In 1870, I came to the
Toronto Caledonian games to compete against him, but you all know he backed
out and would not compete against me, claiming that he knew nothing about
throwing with a turn, though I can prove he has thrown in that style ever since he
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was able to throw. He now claims to be a cripple, and I disdain to take advantage
23
of him in that condition.

The 56 lb. weight throw of37 feet was also verified and Muir noted Donald
Dinnie's reaction to the throw. Dinnie, " ...who watched the throw and
measurement exclaimed, 'It's the best throw on record. ",24 Alexander Muir also
took an opportunity to lash out against Curtis:
I may add that I, too, like the editor of the Spirit o/the Times, 'have been a
practical hammer thrower of many years standing,' and have met and defeated in
my day some of the best men in America. I have seen the throwing of Jarmy,
Dinnie, Fleming, Davidson, Harrison, Ross, McKinnon, and many other
celebrities, and am forced to say that in my opinion Roderick McLennan far
25
outstrips them all, and, is the greatest hammer thrower the world ever produced.

Two days later, on October 29, Donald Dinnie joined the controversy. In his
letter from Auchinblae, Scotland, to the Spirit ofthe Times, also printed that day in
the Mail, he stated that the hammer weights listed by McLennan on September 14,
for the feats in Toronto, 1872 were not as he listed and the 56 lb. weight" ...was
not a common weight, but one shaped for throwing a long distance. ,,26 In an
editorial note below this article, Good commented that the readers could take
Muir's sworn testimony or believe Dinnie, as they wish. Good did not look
favourably on Donald Dinnie making accusations from across the Atlantic. He
remarked that Dinnie " ... when he knows he is safe... is as valiant as mine ancient
Pistol, or as the cur after the lion was dead.,,27 As will be shown, Good was also
unimpressed with that day's edition of the Spirit ofthe Times.
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In the October 8 issue, Curtis published a private letter he received from
Good. In his letter, Good used softer words and stated that he admired Curtis'
efforts and the manner in which he approached the issue of athletic records.

28

In

response, Curtis replied that both that Mail and the Spirit were indeed interested in
the preservation of records .and that" ...the present controversy is based on
difference of opinion, not of purpose. ,,29 Curtis also provided two letters which
had been written to the Spirit by its readers. Both letters were first hand accounts,
one dealing with the Cornwall games in 1865 and one dealing with the Buffalo
event later that summer.
The first was written by D. E. Bowie of Montreal who was a teenager when
he attended the 1865 McLennan versus Janny match in Cornwall. He remarked,
"This was Janny's first defeat and with true showman's instinct he promptly
fonned a business partnership with McLennan.,,3o He also stated, "At that time the
sporting newspapers of America did not pay much attention to such affairs, but we
find the lanny-McLennan combination recorded ..." over the summer of 1865.31
Furthermore, Bowie commented, without corroborating evidence, on the nature of
their business relationship during that summer, "Where they appeared at any
games of an actual society or club they were hired as a special attraction; and when
they gave games under their own management the gate money was divided.,,32
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The second letter, by George MacNoe, dealt with the Buffalo games in 1865.
MacNoe was one of the adjudicators and said that the games were created by a
Buffalo resident Allen McDonell, originally from Glengarry, and parties outside of
Buffalo. Moreover, MacNoe stated that he believed McLennan could have thrown
the 12 lb. hammer in the contest against Jarmy " ... a great deal farther.,,33 In
addition, he remarked that with the light weight hammers McLennan used" ...not
less that five feet of handle ..." indicating he felt the handle lengths were not
regulation 3', 6" outside the bal1. 34
Clearly, the athletic editor of the Spirit o/the Times provided a tremendous
amount of detail with regard to McLennan's performances. He correctly
mentioned that the Buffalo throw of 285 feet was not an official part of the games,
but rather an exhibition of hammer throwing on McLennan's part. He also noted
that in 1865 the "turning" style was with an unlimited run and this technique" ... of
throwing has never been in vogue at Caledonian games in the United States, and it
is probable that the Buffalo judges never saw it before.,,35 Curtis closed by
imploring Good and the Mail to discard the Buffalo record and to move on by
examining another of McLennan's claims.
Yet instead of Good it was McLennan who responded; but not to Curtis's
articles in the Spirit. On November 12, McLennan answered Dinnie's accusation
that the 56 lb. weight and hammers used at Toronto in 1872 were not the weight
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originally stated. With Alex Muir having addressed these questions McLennan
replied, "I do not intend to discuss that question, as the weights are already
established.,,36 McLennan also forwarded $200 to be combined with the $50
already deposited to the Mail for travel expenses for athletes interested in his
challenge.
On December 24 th, McLennan received a reply from Donald Dinnie. The
reply was forwarded to the Mail via the Spirit. It was a challenge similar to
McLennan's in which Dinnie offered to put 50 pounds sterling in the hands of the
editor of the Glasgow Mail. He offered to back a man to come to America ifhe
received $300 in travel expenses or he would give $300 for McLennan's protege to
travel to Scotland. Dinnie also took the opportunity to slander Big Rory:
"It is my duty to remark that R. R. McLennan has always proved himself a better
athlete on paper than on the field, and I presume few will doubt whether I mean
business - as such is my business. ,,37 After reading such harsh words McLennan
quickly replied.
Three days later a letter from McLennan to the sporting editor appeared in
the Mail entitled, "Mr. R. R. McLennan's Great Hammer Throw." Roderick noted
that the New York Spirit ofthe Times was still"...harping on my athletic feats, in
which he [Curtis] draws largely upon his imagination for arguments to support his
assertions .... ,,38 Furthermore, McLennan observed that Curtis had continuously
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slandered him, "With a degree of indelicacy seldom found among sporting men, he
chooses to throw doubts, not on my veracity only, but on the veracity and honour
of those who have testified to having seen my throWS.,,39 Specifically, McLennan
was referring to the fact that a 50 foot tape was used to measure the 10 lb. hammer
throw of285 ft. at Buffalo in 1865. Curtis insinuated that the length had been
measured in a zig-zag manner thereby elongating the total distance.

4o

In response,

McLennan remarked, "These insinuations are childish in the extreme, exceedingly
unfair, manifestly unjust and quite unworthy of a man occupying the position of
editor of the Spirit.,,41 Finally, McLennan became frustrated at his inability to
obtain more and varied proof for the hammer throw in PEl and he was also tired of
the constant barbs from Curtis and the Spirit:
It is a matter of profound indifference to me whether the editor of the Spirit, or
anyone else, believes or disbelieves that I ever threw a hammer, or that there was
a mistake of several lengths of a fifty-feet tape in the measurement... When a man
like the athletic editor of the Spirit makes up his mind to allow no facts or code of
reasoning to convince him of his error and is actuated by a determination to slay
his victim with any weapon, he can hardly be considered accountable for his
utterances. 42

In McLennan's final letter to the Mail, on January 25, 1882 he responded to
Dinnie's remark that he was a better athlete on paper than on the field. "The best
answer to the assertion is in the fact that I have been awarded and now hold several
valuable medals for performing feats that he was not able to do.,,43 He again
reiterated that he felt Curtis was prejudiced against him and he concluded his part
in the athletic controversy by advising Donald Dinnie " ...to 'put up or shut up,'
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henceforth and forever.,,44 The Spirit a/the Times, in an effort to get the last word,
called for McLennan and Dinnie to cease their " ... long range warfare ..." and let
" ...the genuine matchmaking commence.,,45
Thus, the challenge controversy over Roderick McLennan's athletic records
ended in February of 1882. The six month· ordeal had shed new light on Big
Rory's athletic feats performed over 10 years earlier. Curtis and the Spirit
remained unconvinced of McLennan's exploits at the conclusion of the
controversy. They found his performances problematic for several reasons. First,
McLennan's use of the rare "turning" style in both weight and hammer throwing
produced distances that were almost inconceivable and, in the case of the Spirit,
unbelievable. Throws made using this technique were therefore incomparable to
earlier or later throws using the more common and fashionable "standing" style of
throwing. Moreover, McLennan's feats in 1865 were performed five years prior to
the standardization and codification of Caledonian athletics by the North American
United Caledonian Association (NAUCA). At that time the "standing" style
became the only recognized and acceptable form of hammer or weight throwing at
Caledonian games in North America. Thus the Championship of the World
hammer throwing match between McLennan and Dinnie in 1872 that combined the
two throwing techniques would not likely have been recognised under NAUCA
regulations. Most importantly, Good and McLennan could not produce sufficient
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hard evidence to convince Curtis of a number of feats like the Buffalo throw of 285
ft., the Cornwall throw of 216 ft. or the PEl throw of 180 ft.

46

Finally,

McLennan's affiliation with the showman Thomas Jarmy did nothing to further
validate his counter arguments against Dinnie and the Spirit. lanny, as evidenced,
was a known exhibitionist who invited McLennan to tour with him in an effort to
generate quick financial profit through spectacle and circumstance.
Despite the doubts of Curtis and the Spirit, Big Rory remained confident in
himself and his performances. In conjunction with Good, he made every effort to
write the Caledonian societies under which his performances were made, in order
to secure affidavits to further validate and recognize his achievements. However,
he realized, toward the end of the controversy, that the athletic editor of the Spirit

ofthe Times was as vehement in his belief that McLennan had not perfonned these
feats, as Big Rory was in the belief that he had. McLennan, in the end, became
indifferent over the matter having realized he could never provide sufficient
evidence to convince Curtis. Sixteen years later, in 1898, McLennan's opinion on
the issue had not changed, "I know myself, that 1 have honestly made these
distances, and 1 believe that I should get credit for them, when I have produced
affidavits ..." from those involved in the respective Caledonian societies. 47
Over the course of the athletic records controversy, McLennan spent a great
deal of time and money in an effort to reclaim his besieged athletic career.
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However, this was not the only sport-related endeavour in which he poured his
resources, financial or otherwise to preserve his good name.
In the 1870s Roderick McLennan amassed a great deal of wealth as a
railway contractor. 48 With this solid financial base, Big Rory turned his interests
toward politics. During the 1882 federal election campaign he worked with, and
spoke in support of, his political mentor, Donald MacMaster, and over the next few
years was asked to perform favours for the Conservative party by Sir John A.
Macdonald.

49

He later represented Glengarry in the federal parliament between

1891-1900. At this time McLennan also became involved with the militia. He was
advanced to the rank of Major in the Stormont and Glengarry Battalion of Infantry
in 1888 and was again promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel Commanding in 1897.
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Over this time period McLennan remained an enthusiastic promoter of many
different sports in Cornwall and the surrounding area. One of the first sports that
McLennan became involved in was lacrosse. During the late 1880s the Cornwall
Lacrosse Club (CLC) experienced a great deal of success winning three world
titles.
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McLennan was the honorary president of the club and was described as

" ...a firm friend of the C.L.C. and ...a most liberal supporter of the team.,,52
Curling was another sport in which McLennan took an interest. In the late 18808
he donated a trophy to be competed for by two rinks of the Cornwall Curling Club.
This trophy has remained in use as recently as 1980. 53
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Roderick McLennan, M.P. was also continuously honoured by the Montreal
Caledonian Society. On at least one occasion, he was invited to the games in 1900
as a judge and in 1905 he was asked to attend the 50th annual games as a special
guest. 54 Big Rory also judged his protege, Alexander "Big Alex" MacDonald, at a
games in Alexandria in 1900. 55
McLennan's connections to the military also influenced his sporting
activities. In the late 1890s he was the honorary president of the Cornwall Rifle
Association and developed a personal interest in horses and horse racing. 56
McLennan also took an indirect role in the cultivation of sport in Ontario. In June,
1900 Rory was beseeched by Good who was canvassing for donations to assist in
the developtnent of the fledgling Ontario Amateur Athletic Association. With
Good having been his friend of many years, in addition to his own love and
patronage of sport, it seems likely McLennan would have favoured this
organization with a contribution. 57
Although Roderick McLennan never directly participated in sport after the
Cornwall accident of 1877, he remainc(lkeenly interested and involved in the
patronage and cultivation of sport in eastern Ontario. It was this deep interest in
sports and athletics that perhaps induced him to comment on the initial claims of
other atilletes through the media, and subsequently led him into the challenge
controversy over his athletic records in 1881-1882. This controversy facilitated the
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unearthing of new evidence specific to the records under scrutiny and allowed for
an enhanced understanding of the context in which they were performed. Yet, the
challenge controversy also represented a tentative step towards the modernization
of athletic records within the context of Caledonian games. From the evidence
presented it is clear that both Good and Curtis were feeling their way through a
process of athletic record validation that ultimately reduced itself to a series of
taunts and counter-taunts when no further evidence could be presented. However,
the six-month controversy, and McLennan's tenacity and willingness to stand firm
throughout, is a clear indication of the important role athletics played in his life.
Furthermore, this importance was not confined to his own exploits. Despite the
fact that he refused to participate in sport after the accident in Cornwall, he
remained an avid supporter of many different sports and used his wealth and
station in society to cultivate and foster their development both in and outside
Cornwall until his death in 1907.
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CHAPTER SIX:
CONCLUSION

Roderick McLennan was at the forefront of Scottish athletics in British
North America at a time when Caledonian games were still emerging as formal,
regulated events. At the Cornwall games of 1865, McLennan, then 23, was a quiet,
unassuming and athletically gifted young man. However, his subsequent
relationship with Thomas Jarmy had a great impact on how he was to be involved
in sport.
As previously mentioned, Janny was a showman and had an enlightened
understanding on how to manipulate sport toward self serving ends. He
understood the excitement that a "Championship of the World" title would
stimulate. Moreover, he recognized a gifted athlete in McLennan when he lost his
championship title in 1865 to the Glengarrian. Janny then recruited McLennan
and they both used the "Starring Tour" for financial gain and to elevate their
prestige as athletes. It was further evident that at the Buffalo games of 1865
McLennan and Janny had an understanding that McLennan would purposely lose
one of the three hammer throwing contests in order to retain crowd interest. The
championship title, the use of a substantial monetary prize, the increase of that
prize from $1,000 at Cornwall to $2,000 at Buffalo, and the hammer versus nail
hammer match were all designed to heighten interest in the tour and thereby
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increase their monetary rewards. Clearly, Janny had an eye for opportunity and
used his business skills to promote athletics for personal gain. His purchase of a
circus after the "Starring Tour" had concluded further attests to his entrepreneurial
ambitions. What did McLennan learn from his relationship with Thomas Janny?
First and foremost, he developed an understanding for sport. He understood that
his "turning" style of hammer throwing had a captivating effect on the crowd and
he used this to his advantage. In addition, McLennan repeatedly gave personal
demonstrations of his unique throwing ability after a games had been completed.
Whether he was paid to do so or not this certainly offered him a stage through
which to cultivate his quickly developing reputation. He also understood the
prolific nature of hammer throwing in comparison to other events within
Caledonian games and his exclusive refinement of this skill is a clear example of
specialization in early modern Canadian sport. The Cornwall games of 1865,
"Starring Tour" and his own tour clearly show elements of both professionalism
and amateurism as these concepts were yet to be fully defined.
By the end of that summer, it was clear McLennan had learned a great deal
from Thomas lanny. The unassuming McLennan had become savvy to public
perception as it related to sport. He had also developed a quiet confidence in his
athletic abilities. His confidence was justified as he was rarely defeated in
competition and continuously received press coverage uncharacteristic of
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individual athletes during this time period. Yet, Roderick McLennan was, by his
own admission, an amateur athlete. He clearly dabbled in life as a professional in
1865; however, his decision to return to his career in the railway indicates that to
him sport was an avocation and not a vocation. Despite this, he had left a clear
impression with spectators through his deportment and his astounding athletic
performances that summer.
By 1870, McLennan's attitude regarding sport had not changed. If anything,
his quiet confidence had transformed into a cocksureness. This should not be
confused with the blatant cockiness shown by Dinnie, but rather an understanding
that he believed he was dominant within hammer throwing events. Not
surprisingly, the egocentric perspectives of both athletes came to an abrupt end
when they first met in Toronto. Both athletes were clearly wary of the other.
Dinnie's claim that he knew nothing about throwing with a turn was a fabrication.
Yet McLennan, who admittedly threw using both styles, also refused to compete.
Did the athletes believe that the potential loss in reputation and stature outweighed
the potential gain from a head-to-head conflict? Clearly the potential loss of
stature must have been significant or they would have entered competition against
each other. This raises several questions. Why did McLennan only wish to return
to athletics when it involved Donald Dinnie? Did McLennan develop a
relationship with Dinnie similar to that of McLennan and lanny? Lost in this
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discussion of athletes is the spectator who attended the games. The crowd at the
1870 Toronto games was immense and was estimated at between twelve and
fifteen thousand. What did the crowd think of the match that never was? Were
they satisfied watching each athlete compete individually?
The "challenge controversy" of 1881-1882 raises further questions. Much of

the controversy surrounded the records achieved by McLennan during the summer
of 1865. As shown, Caledonian games were in transition during the 1860s and
were on the verge of expanding into their golden age of prosperity. The
compilation of athletic records had yet to be regulated and codified during this
transitional period and there were no championship events other than the one in
Cornwall in 1865. The movement to regulate these aspects of the games came in
September of 1870, well after many of McLennan's feats had been performed,
with the creation of the North American United Caledonian Association
(NAUCA). This had serious implications for McLennan because NAUCA, during
that same year, recognized the "standing" style as the only acceptable form of
hammer throwing at Caledonian games. These developments made it exceedingly
difficult for the Mail and the Spirit to make sense or produce evidence of his
accomplishments performed over fifteen years earlier. The effort of both
newspapers subsequently ended in a series of taunts and counter-taunts between
Good and Curtis. Yet when considered altogether, this controversy was much
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lTIOre than a squabble over McLennan. What had originally began as a
disagreement between two athletes evolved into a personal conflict between two
periodicals and their athletic editors over the nature of athletic records within
Caledonian games. This clearly indicates a heightened seriousness with regard to
the regulation of athletic records and record keeping. Furthermore, the fact that a
number of individuals remembered McLennan and provided evidence both for and
against him offers further support to McLennan's popularity and stature as an
athlete.
In essence, McLennan's known athletic career spanned an extremely short
time period. This included the summer of 1865, the Toronto and Montreal games
of 1870, the Toronto games of 1872 and the Buffalo games of 1873. Moreover,
McLennan only competed in two to four competitions per games. This is
significant considering the extensive exposure and recognition that he received in
the press and the number of victories he achieved. This recognition and the
subsequent development of his reputation as a champion and gentleman athlete
followed him for the rest of his life and in later years carried over into leadership
roles in both politics and the military.
Over the course of McLennan's career, Caledonian games expanded and
moved away from their parochial origins. The games also became increasingly
athlete-centred through the creation of championship titles, special events and
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media advertisements. These developments, which led and the deliberate
showcasing of individual athletes like McLennan, contributed to the popularity of
Caledonian games. Thus, McLennan was an important forerunner and initiator of
these new modifications to Caledonian games. Whether he wanted to make
money, forge a reputation for himself or simply throw the hammer, McLennan's
prolific athletic career contributed to the popularization of Caledonian games ill
nineteenth century. Roderick "Big Rory" McLennan is an athlete of consequence
in Canadian sport history and within the context of his time was recognized as a
champion and the foremost hammer thrower in the Dominion.

Epilogue

On April 2, 1998, I travelled to Alexandria, Ontario to present the findings
of this study to the Glengarry Historical Society (GHS). As mentioned in the
introduction, Roderick McLennan has remained a important figure in the county
and as such I was informed that my address was likely to draw a large crowd. The
presentation had been advertised prior to the meeting in the April edition of the

Glengarry Historical Society Newsletter. The evening was promoted as "Scottish
Supremacy: Big Rory McLennan vs. Donald Dinnie" which had been adapted from
a paper I was to deliver at the 1998 conference of the North American Society of
Sport History. The eloquent newsletter had been written by a past-president,
David G. Anderson, and outlined my interest in Roderick McLennan's athletic
career in addition to providing background on several other individuals who had
written on other aspects of McLennan's life. These gentlemen included Angus H.
McDonell, who, as a writer for the Glengarry News, played a key role in
McLennan's induction in the Glengarry Sport Hall of Fame and Doug Fales who
had written about McLennan in the Glengarry Highland Games Program Book.]
Alexander Reford, the author of McLennan's entry in the Dictionary a/Canadian

Biography, was also mentioned in this article. Mr. Reford also presented his
research on McLennan's endeavours in railway contracting and in politics at the
September meeting in 1993.
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Speaking generally on the topic of Big Rory, Mr. Anderson wrote in the
April 1998 newsletter that" ...the work of Alex Reford and now Greg Gillespie,
deserves the full support and attention of our members."z Although early interest
was shown by the people of Glengarry at the September 1997 meeting of the GHS
and from notes and phone calls in response to my letter to the editor in the

Glengarry News, I was still uncertain as to the possible tum-out for my
presentation. In fact, my uncertainty was completely unwarranted. On April 2, I
presented my research findings to a packed house of over 50 and the presentation
was video-taped by McLennan's great grand niece, Deborah Kerr. The 45 minute
address was followed by a brief question and answer period and refreshments.
Overall, I found the nature of the questions asked by the membership to be
indicative of the community's desire for clarification of McLennan's athletic
career. Furthermore, it was in fielding these questions that I fulfilled the role of a
public educator involved in the demythologizing of community history.
Personally, I found this role extremely rewarding. It allowed me to bridge
what seems to be an ever widening gap between academia and society. The
interest shown by the community further closed this gap and, as a result, enhanced
the relevance of the study because it met a practical, educational need. For
example, the members wanted to know exactly what it meant to win a world
championship in hammer throwing in 1865. Others were curious about
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McLennan's "turning" style and why he made it popular. However, it was clear
that the majority took an interest in his 1870.. 1872 rivalry with Donald Dinnie and
wanted to know if he really did defeat the Scottish Champion. I had anticipated
several of these questions and made an effort to incorporate them into the body of
the presentation.. Still other questions we discussed as a group. Several members
shared stories their parents or grandparents had passed down about Big Rory and I,
in tum, attempted to clarify and demythologize based on factual evidence brought
forth in this study. For example, I learned that a descendant of John Tait, the
athlete Janny beat in Scotland in 1864, resides in Glengarry and from this
information we discussed the nature of the "championship" lanny brought back to
North America in 1865. Thus, the process of demythologizing Roderick
McLennan's athletic career became a collaborative learning effort between the
community of Glengarry and myself. Truth be known, this study could not have
been produced without the willingness of the community to become involved in its
creation and development.
Although many were aware of McLennan's athletic career, few were
cognizant of the extent, significance or chronology of his sporting
accomplishments. This general awareness about McLennan developed from
folklore, myth and oral accounts that had been retold since the late 1880s.
Therefore, this study and subsequent GHS presentation gave those interested in
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Big Rory's athletic career a means from which to identify with their champion and
an opportunity to learn about his impact and significance within the context of
nineteenth century Caledonian games.
Early in this study, it was noted that Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner
commented that individuals could only educate themselves as far as the resources
of their community would allow. 3 I believe this comment rings true if we again
use Glengarry as an example. On one level, this study will provide a starting point,
or an educational tool, from which future Glengarrians may learn about Big Rory
and themselves. It also creates a base from which further investigation can be
conducted on McLennan, such as a full scale biography, while simultaneously
repairing the damage caused by decades of misinformation.
At the beginning of this study, I believed that people did not want their
mythology changed; however, I now understand that this is not always the case.
Over the course of this investigation, I was in contact with many Glengarrians,
such as the membership of the GHS and the Glengarry Sport Hall of Fame, who
have a vested interest in the maintenance and cultivation of their regional history.
These individuals did not look at this study as an effort to intrude in their
community and culture. Rather, this entire process of revisiting, synthesising,
reconstructing and recounting of McLennan's athletic achievements was regarded
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as exciting and as an educational effort that should be supported for the benefit of
community knowledge.
Clearly, McLennan has left an indelible mark on the people, culture and
identity of Glengarrians. As a result, if one truly desires to identify the value of
this study, then an effort must be made to examine it with an understanding of
what McLennan means to community, as he was, and still is, an extension of that
community. Despite his death in 1907, Roderick McLennan has never ceased to be
the champion of Glengarry. He was a champion to this county in several different
ways. To Glengarrians he represents excellence not only in athletics, but in the
railway, the military and in politics. He was further endeared because despite his
success and wealth in these areas he always returned home to his native county. It
is clear that as 11is stories have been told and retold over the generations his identity
has been romanticised with the unique Highland Scottish culture found in this
community. It is from this association that McLennan will continue to be viewed
as the champion, the hero and as the prodigal son returned.
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Notes

I

Glengarry Historical Society Newsletter, Vol. 28, no. 2, April, 1998.

2

Ibid.

3

See note 39.
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